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An artificial neural network based object recognition system was developed for
robotic applications and tested. This system was designed to recognize and then
determine an object's position and orient¿tion within a robot's working envelope by using a

gripper mounted, laser range finder. A flexible, microprocessor based robot conû.ol
system, also developed as part of this thesis, made this implementation possible. A single
IBM PC compatible microcomputer was used. and it required no additional processing
capabilities. The control of a 5 degree-of-freedom (DOF) articulaæd robor (CRS model
SRS-MIA) was replaced by a real-time, control system by using a multi-tasking operating
system, QNX 4.1. The new control procedure provided effective multi-axis control
through a modular software design.

Two separate, neural networks were required to flrst identify the object and,
subsequently, to measure the object's angular position or orientation. The recognition
involved extacting edge detection information over specific regions of the object and
calculating a unique position and rotation invariant feature pattern, which could be
classified by the first network. This procedure required a high resolution, line scan image
of the object. Object position was found by calculating the centoid of the image whereas
the orientation was found by formulating a pattern of edge deæction time histories. A
second neural network provided a non-linea¡ transformation of the resulting pattern to
form an output which was relaæd directly to the object's orient¿tion.

By using a relatively low image resolution (98 laser scans), object recognition
successes of at least 99.9Vo were achieved with relatively few training patterns and
teaching cycles. The methodology, however, assumes that the object is known a priori to
be one of several different shapes through taining of the first 'recognition' network The
second network was capable of measu¡ing an object's angular rotation to within 2-9o.
Position accuracy was of the order of 1-5 mm in Eial æsts. This level of performance is
well suited ûo many practical applications requiring inûelligent robot motion control in
uns tructured environments.
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3."1 tvenview

The next generation of industial robots will very likely benefit from adaptive motion

control, based on feedback from various external sensors. The implementation of any

form of real-time adaptive confrol will require a flexible and open robot contol system.

Robots are generally used in very stn¡ctured environments requiring accurate fixturing of

objects being handled However, many environments exist today which will benefit from

intelligence given to a robot in order to allow it to properly choose a suiøble path and

complete its task. When uncertainties exist in the robotic workcell, for example

disturbances to the part pick up and placement site, peripheral sensory information may be

used correctly to measure the actual positions . For example, vision is used extensively

today in robotic welding in order to provide the on-line path adjustment necessary for

accurately placing weld beads. The type of sensor employed will depend upon the

application and accuracy required Sensing may involve vision systems,laser, ulÍasonic

and infrared range finders, as well as force and pressure üansducers. Regardless of the

type of sensor, information must be communicated effectively and inærpreæd by the

control system before progress can be made. A flexible, open architecture within the

robot controller must exist to implement this type of control.

Non-contact sensing systems provide one form of sensory feedback which allows a

robot to operato in unstructured environments. Video base{ vision systems have been



used successfully in applications such as semiconducûor assembly and welding, but they

suffer from disadvantages such as cost, computational complexity, hardware requirements,

and deficiencies introduced by the optics (e.g. an inability ûo accommodate luminescent or

ftansparent objects and problems associated with inadequaûe background lighting).

The task of interpreting sensory daø and providing the ability not only to identify

but also to deærmine an object's location within the scan fietd has proved to b extremely

complicated and the subject of much research 11,2,31. Although classical methods of

scene interpretation or pattern recognition provide satisfactory prformance in certain

applications, a truly practical indusnial vision system has yet ûo be developed- A visual

sensor, based on a one dimensional laser range finder, can be utitized as a means of

investigating an alternative to vision based methds for identifying objects within a robot's

work space and subsequently to measure each object's position and orientation. Unlike a

video based system, the laser sensor essentially reffieves a'line scan image' of an object

with high range resolution along the laser's path. Therefore, the structure and acquisition

of scene dat¿ does not lend itself well to classical methods of image processing because

these methods a¡e based normally on video-based, pixel images of the robot's work space.

A new æchnique is needed to deal with the highly non-linear image data retrieved by the

laser sensor which precludes the use of classical, pixel based methods. The method must

be adaptive, in that a simple means of introducing new parts should þ avaitable, and it

should be independent of the object's compleúty in terms of the object's overall shape or

inærnal features.

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are well suited to pattern recognition problems

involving higttly non-linear yet unþe image data. This is mainly because of their poæntial

for solving very complicated, non-linear tansformations as a result of their massively

parallel structure of interconnected, non-linear systems t4]. ANNs have generaæd much



interest recently, espciatly in the field of robotics and conn'ol. Their high adaptivity and

high fault and noise tolerances, combined with their ability to learnthe characteristics of

the robot-sensor environment, make ttrem a powerful tool in reatizing the concept of an

inælligent work cell. Their learning capability, much like that of the human biological

system, offers a powerful means of improving past performance or inærpreting an entirely

new set of inputs. Their recent success in many different applications has paved the way

for new applications in robotics and automation tasks. Neural networks will be used here

to process and interpret scene data acquired by the laser range finder as a fust step to

developing a simple object recognition sysûem for an indusriat robol

1"2 Ob.fectÍves

The first objective was to extend the capabilities of a three axis, servo-interface card

developed as part of an ea¡lier study [6,7] to contol a 5 degree-of-freedom (DOÐ robot

manipulator. The contol sysüem was to be microcomputer based and have a flexible,

open software design. The servo motors and original confrol modules of a 5 DOF CRS

articulated manipulator, donated by a local industry (Vansco Electronics Ltd., Winnipg)

were replaced with new seryo drive systems. This unique, flexible robot conh-ol system

allows simple inægration of pripheral control and data acquisition devices as well as on-

line neural network access . Unforrr¡nately, commercial robots do not provide access to

their control software. Adaptively changing the robot's path, for example, by employing

previously unknown parameters can bo all but impossible with most commercial systems.

Such sysæms are inænded, for the most part, to be used for specific, well defined tasks

commonly found in tday's automated production lines.

The second objective was to provide object recognition and measurement

capabilities by using a relatively simple and inexpnsive laser range finder attached to the
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end effector of the robot. In this study, artificial neural networks (ANN) were used to

interpret the signal (or pattern of signals) from the range fïnder and identify randomly

locaæd objects within the robot's work area. ANNs were also used to determine the

orientation of the object in order to accurately grasp and manipulate it. This task required

on-line, adaptive control of the robot because the robot must operate in an unknown

environment and its trajectory should b modified according to the objecCs location.

Artificial neural networls are ideally suiæd to patûern recognition tasks and their

effectiveness in analyzing complicaæd problems of this nature was the driving force behind

this first application of the flexible robot confrol system. Their application to object

recognition, by using a relatively simple sensor, will be emphasized. The system must be

capable of learning in order to handle new objects introduced into the robotic cell.

Presently, training is done off-line on more powerful worlstations in order to save time

although on-line training is possible. The robot's conhol system must be capable of

accessing the neural network algorithms for on-line recognition and orientation

measurement of the palts. The back propagation neural network [8] is employed by using

three layer networks of varying sizes.

3."3 @ngas?iuatåoxx of the T&¡esÍs

The design of the robot conftol system is presenæd in Chapær 2. The laser and

robot inægraæd experimental set up is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces ANN

models, including a brief discussion of the back propagation neural network used in this

study. This is followed in Chapær 5 by a description of the object recognition systenl

Experimental results and general discussion are presenûed in chapær 6.
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2"3. [nÉnoducúüom

Commercial robot systems are used typically in industial applications where only

limited task space sensory information is needed [9,10]. Such conuol sysûems allow the

user to define a sequence of motions and program the robot to follow a desired path.

Most commercial systems combine an oprating system and a programming language with

a proprietary hardware configuration. This combination is sufficient for most

manufacturing environments. However, more advanced conEol is required in a robotic

research environment aimed at improving the flexibility of the contoller. Most

importantly, the ability to include sophisticaæd peripheral sensors is needed for real time

modification of the control par¿rmeters of the robot. Other important features, such as an

off-line programming capability, easily accessible and modifiable control software, and the

ability to easily upgrade the hardwa¡e for future improvements, a.re all factors leading to

the requirement for a flexible, robot conEol system.

Many resea¡chers have pursued this approach for a variety of reasons. Goldenberg

and Chan [9] have replaced the VAL II confoller found on the PTIMA 560 robot with a

multi-processor based contoller, operating under a UNX environmenl Such a system

can accommodate new sensory systems, robotprogramming languages and dynamic

models for research and evaluation of advanced control methods. Kabuka, Glaskowsþ

and Miranda [11] have developed a micro-conroller based, robot ann using sophisticated,



high prformance, digital signal processors (DSP) with the aim of utilizing the compleæ

dynamic model of the manipulator. Most commercial cont'ol systems assume that the

joints of the robot are decoupled and neglect such úerms as the centrifugal and Coriolis

forces. High speed robot operation with varying payloads is a major limitation to such an

assumption.

Whircomb and Koditschek [12] in the robotics laboratory at Yale University have

used a message passing environment ûo desþ a real-time, distributed robot controller

intended to standardize all real-time computations. Such a system, which is similar in

nature to the one presenæd in this thesis, uses the Communicating Sequential Process

(CSP) model for interprocess communication. This confol syst€m approach is based on a

powerful microprocessor (pP), the Inmos T800, whose capacity is expanded easily.

With recent advances in the performance of PC based pPs, such as the 32 bit Intel

386 and 486 pP, PCs now offer an economical and flexible alternative to commercial

systems that employ proprietary, custom designed hardware. The abundance of software,

pripheral devices and operating systems available for PC based plaforms make it an ideal

candidate for contolling many processes in a flexible manufacturing cell. The robot

conEol system presenæd here combines the flexibility and expandability of the Intel based

architecture with a real-time, multi-t¿sking operating system. This thesis extends previous

work on pP based motion contol in computernumerical contol (CNC) applications

Í5,6,7f to the robotic environment. Concerns over floating point computational speed,

real-time control of five axes and high sampling rates required a more efficient operating

system than the previously used MS-DOS based plaform. The enti¡e system has been

developed for portability and flexibility by using the 'C' progamming language .
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2"2 Stne¡cÉu¡ne of'a Rohoú ConaÉroååen

The structure of a modern robot control system contains low level and high level

controls [9]. The low level control consists of servo drive motors (attached to robot

joints), servo amplifiers, as well as position and velocity feedback sensors. The high level

control includes the microcomputer (pC), terminal, shared nremory, disk drives and

peripheral device cards. A schematic of the overall contol archiæcture is shown in Figure

2.1,.

rc-AT
BUS

ROBOT

' Servo

, Ampüûer

@@@

Figure 2.l.PC based confol structure

The primary function of the control sysûem is to accurately control the position of

each joint of the robot in order to follow a desired path. Several feedback control loops

are used to effectively accomplish this task The inner-most loop of the servo-drive

system is the velocity feedback loop between the amplifier and servo-motor. The velocity



signal is generaæd by a tachometÊr mount€d on each servo motor. This feedback acts to

stabilize the servo sysûem and provides a fast response to a reference speed command.

The position feedback loop beween the servo and the interface card is controlled by the

main pF and usually consists of an incren¡ental rotary encoder inærfaced to an inægrated

chip (IC) which decodes the signal into a n-bit counter value. This process will be detailed

in Chapær 3.

An example of a commercial robot systern, the PUMA 560 (from Unimation Inc.)

which is used commonly in industry and research environments, is shown inEigwe2.2.

This system incorporates the DEC LSI-11/02 microcomputer. All peripherat devices are

connected through the LSI bus and the robot's conftol software is loaded into EPROM

memory. Each individual joint axis is controlled by a dedicaæd pP (Motorola 6503)

which communicaæs directly through the arm inærface boarrd to the DRV-1l-J parallel

interface board on the LSI bus. The major limitations of this systern, however, are [9] :

' lack of floating point hardware,

' limited capability for trajectory modification through external sensors,

' softwa¡e loaded into EPROM memory cannot be examined or modiFred and

@ a non-standard, inflexible hardware configuration makes customizing or future

upgrades expensive and complicaæd

The proposed archiæcture, which is shown in Figure 2.1, offers a more standard and

flexible hardware configuration that is used widely and is far more economical. The main

differences lie in the use of the PC-AT bus (together with ttre Inæl 486 pP) and the

motion contol interface card which curently does not have any processing capability.

The single, high performance processing unit, the Inæl486 DX 33 pP, also houses a



floating point co-processor and it is responsible for contolling the entire system including

such tasks as:

' ærminal VO,

* floppy and ha¡d disk access,

ø moffiory rrumagement,

, discrete sampling of all 5 robot joint axes,

@ motor command ouþut through the interface card, and

ø peripheral device communication such as digital VO inærface, data acquisition

hardware, network access, etc.

PIJMA CONTR.OT.N,ÐR

DEC
t-sr-Í102
Microcomputer

Figure 2.2.PUM'A560 control sysrem
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The following sections introduce the theoretical model for the sampled data control

system. This theory is based on the assumption that the motor drive at each robot joint

can t*e modeled as a linear systÊnr. If the motor and amplifier are sized correctly, this

assumption is valid and suitable for a simplified confol system analysis. A brief analysis of

the servo drive sysæm is presented to predict and study the performance of the overall

position control system and to derive the conn'ol p¿ìranrcters. More importantty, a study

of the digttal controller and the effects of sampling on system dynamics requfue careful

attention. Once the position control system has been presented, the kinematics of a 5

DOF manipulator a¡e examined and homogenous transformations are developed.

2.3 Fosåtüom Coratnoå

The position control system, a subset of the overall robot conû'oller, is responsible

for accurately positioning each servo motor to guide the end effector along a desired path.

The position feedback loop illustraæd in Figure 2.3 provides such a control but it is

enhanced by other feedback elements (the velocity and current feedbacks) and feed

forward compensation. In a sampled data system, the ¡rP is responsible for sampling the

position feedback information and then providing an analog contol signal to the amplifier

to correct errors. Incremental rotary encoders are used to provide a digital feedback pulse

sEeam to the microcomputer. To improve the following error, without affecting the

contol sysûem's parameters , feed forwa¡d compensation has also been added to the

position control systern

The servo drive system consists of three control loops, position, velocity and motor

current feedback - as shown in Figure 2.3. A standard commercial servo motor-amplifier

system includes velocity and cur¡ent feedback compensation within the analog circuifty
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on the power amplifier. Position compensation is cont'olled, however, by the

microcomputer.

Figure 2.3. Position Contol System

As mentioned earlier, the work reported in this thesis utilized an available CRS

(model SRS-MIA) 5 DOF, articulaæd robol The existing servo drive system (see

Section 3.2.2) was replaced with new servo motors that included velocity feedback for

improved performance. The velocity feedback improved the stability of the overall

position control system. The decision was also influenced by the relatively slow sampling

frequency of the motion conrol inærface card [6,7] which is described laær in Section

3.2.4 of Chapter 3. The effect of velocity compensation was found by studying the closed

loop transfer function of the amplifrer-motor combination with the velæity feedback

shown in Figure 2.4.
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AMPLIFIER MOTOR&I,OAD

0ls,)
C-ommand
(volts)

where K^ : DC Gain of Amplifier K, = Tachometel s Voltage Constant

1. = Mechanical Time Constant K._ = Motor's Voltage Constant

f . = Ele¡trical Time Constant 1" = Amplified s Time Constant

Figure 2.4. Block Diagram of Amplifier - Motor Sysûem

Figure 2.4 presents a simptified model of the amplifier-moûor combination. Further

simplification is possible because of the mismatch bnveen the mechanical and electrical

characæristics. The electrical (or armature) time constant of the motor (r" = L /n ) it

much smaller than the mechanical time constan! r., and can normally be neglecæd if
T, 

^ 
> l0't," [13]. The amplifier's bandwidth is much grcater than that of the closed loop

system. As a result, the term (t,s + l) can also be neglected. This greatly simplifies the

motor fransfer function for the selecæd drive sysærn From the block diagram of Figure

2.4,the transfer function, G(s), canbe found, by using standard contol theory [14], to be

Motor
velocity 

v9

G(s)=#=
(t+ Nnxr¡x"^)

xof (x"^r^)
Q.r)

(t"s+l)(t-s+1)

TACHO¡{ETER

trn
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This simplified but reasonable model of the transfer function produces the

characæristic equation [ 14] :

,rn(toxnKrlK"^) r_o ())\
I \-'zt

ñ

If no velocity feedback is used, the characæristic equation becomes:

1

s2+ 's-0 e3)T,n

The tachometer consta nt, Kr,increases the system's damping by a factor 
#

The addition of velocity feedback provides a minor loop feedback to the overall position

control system and effectively increases the damping ratio. The importance of velocity

feedback has been recognized by a number of moûor manufacturers who have made

available servo motors with integrally mounted tachomeûers or resolvers [13,14].

The inner-most, current feedback loop shown in Figure 2.3 limits the moûor's

annature curent and reduces the effect of torque disturbances on the servo system. Both

velocity and current feedback are implemenæd in analog circuiuy housed within the servo

amplifier. Potentiometers arc used to obtain a stable velocity response to a step input and

to limit the motor's maximum armature curenl

The simplified, first order model of the servo drive, shown in Figure 2.5, is used for

furttrer analysis. It contains a single pole and describes the velocity oulput of the motor as

a linear function of the input command voløge. The model is suffîciently accurate,

providing linearity conditions are preserved. Excessive load torques or high accelerations

outside the seryo's capability would render the linear model assumption invalid and would

require a more complicaæd, non-linear model. This is beyond the scope of this ttresis.
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Servo Drive

(t-s + t)

K^ = Tot¿lGain of Moûor and Amplifier (radls.V)

Figure 2.5. First order model of servo drive used for position
control analysis

From Figure 2.5, the overall hansfer function can be found to be:

)

i
_ Kro,

s(t"s+1) '
x^f(t+x^x,

,( "^ ,*
[ 1+ K.K,

G(s)=ffi= (2.4)

where ,, = -*.- = Loaded servo Drive Mechanical rime constant (s-r )" (t + K^Kr) --*-- --

and Kro, = 
ffi= 

Overall Servo Drive Gun (rad/.r.y) .

The objective of the position control syst€m is to control the angular position of the

servo motor's shaft, 0(s). The position controller is implemenæd in digrtal form so ttrat an

appropriaæ transformation of all sysûem components is required ûo the z-plane. The block

diagram of the resulting digrtat position conhol syst€m is shown in Figure 2.6, where,
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Koac = Digiral ro Analog Conversion Gatn (V/DAC counts),

K, = Rotary Encoder Galrr (counts/rad),

Kî = Feed Forward Gain,

(s) = Laptace operator (r-t),

z = Z - ft'ansform operator,

T = Sample period (s),

0" (t) = Moto/ s Actual Position (rad),

0, (nT) = Actual Position (counts),

0r(nT) = Motof s Desired Position (counts),

G(s) = Transfer Function of Servo Drive = Kr., f s(r-s + 1), and

ZOH = Zerc Order Hold Function.

MICR.OCOMPUTER

I

lgolnr¡
MOTORDRTVE ENCODER

Figure 2.6. Model of position contol system

2.3.tr Analysis of' Fositior¡ Cor¡tnot

For the simplified servo model shown in Figure 2.6,itis necessary to select an

appropriate digital controller (or compensator) so that the system remains stable and

provides good accuracy. The gains Krn. ,Kro,,aÍtd K" are selected through hardware

while Ku is adjusæd through software. (Ihis aspect is discussed further in Section 2.3.4.)
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The feed forwa¡d term is not considered here because it lies outside the main block and

does not affect the closed loop response.

In order ûo find the overall transfer function, 
#,the 

block diagram of Figure 2.6

must be tra¡rsformed compleæly into the digtal z-domain. This uansformation can be

performed in the two sreps shown in Figures 2.7(a) and (b). The first reduction

transforms the microcomputerportion of Figure 2.6nto a more simplified form, D(z) and

ZOH, and the motor drive-encoder combination inûo G(s), which rcpresents the plant (

shown in Figure 2.7(a) ). The form shown in Figure 2.7(a) st'rll lies in both the digiral

(controller andZOH blocks) and continuous time domains (plant). A further reduction is

made to the form shown in Figure 2.7þ) which includes only ttre digtal controller and the

plant both represenæd in the z-domain. The transfer function G,(e) is found from

standard øbles [14] based on the form of the plant's transfer function, G(s). Inthis case,

G(s/ has the form K/s(s + a) so that

G,(z) = 
x l¡ + + e-' - *f' +l* - * e-."' -t e*'faw

where: K = Koor. Kro,. K"/r" and a=Ur"

(2.s)

The digital controller, D(z), can be found by serecting a compensator, D(s),in the

continuous system and approximating it wtthD(z). The selectionof D(z) can be verified.

by studying the system's stability and response for the desired sampling frrequency.

Proportional -Derivative @D) compensation, discussed further in Section 2.3.2, was used

to provide additional stability through damping corresponding to the derivative gain, Ko.

An integral gain was not needed because the amplifier contains integral compensation so
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that problems such as inægral "wind-up" are avoided.

represent PD compensation [8]:

D(s) = Ko+Kos

and

D(z)=Ko+Ko

CONTROLLER ZOH

The following E'ansfer functions

(2.6)

(2.7)

C1f,NTROLLER PLANT

Gr(z)

z-l
Tz

Figure 2.T.BLockdiagram reduction for the digltal confrol system

The closed loop transfer function of the system shown in Figure 2.7(b) is,

aþ) 
=R(') (2.8)

From the digital form of the closed loop transfer function (2.8) which contains

Gr(t) and D(z) (also see equations (2.5) and (2.7) ), it is evident that the closed loop

response and stability depends not only on the compensator gains, L *d Ç, but, more

importantly, on the sampling time, T. In fact, sampling can render an otherwise stable,

continuously controlled system unstable in the z-domain [14]. Before proceeding further,

the PD compensator gains must be found.

1,+Gr(z)D(z)'
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2.3.2 Pm CoralpemsaÉñorn

PID (Froportional plus Inægral plus Derivative) conûol is the most commonly used

fonn of dynamic compensation [13,14]. The proportional tenn increases the total gain of

tfie serso syst,enl thereby improving the response time and reducing the following error.

However, increasing the proportional term alone also causes instability and possibly

introduces oscillations in the servo drive. The derivative term is included to improve

stability, to increase the system's damping, and to allow the proportional term to be

increased- This approach can improve system Írccuracy because a higher proportionat gain

is used without loss of system damping and søbility. The inægral term reduces the sûeady

state errors by providing a signal which is proportional to the time integral of the error.

However, inægral gain can lead to a final position overshoot due to "integral windup"

caused by a large accumulation of errors during long movements. This accumulation

ænds to dominate the performance of ttre contoller, effectively diminishing the properties

of the proportional and derivative gains. Inægral gain is implemenæd directly through

analog circuitry on the servo amplifier and it is adjusted manually. Such a gain provides

"stiffness" to load torque d.isturbances and reduces the steady staûe, velocity error. To

avoid the effects of "integral wind-up", the integral term has been omitted in the digrt¿l

implementation of the PID controller.

A Proportional-Derivative (PD) contoller is implemenæd in software to provide a

command signal to the amplifier ( through the DAC) as a function of the error signal. The

PD compnsatorpossesses lead and lag filærs which allow a high DC gain and. extend the

bandwidth of the system ûo make it more responsive.

The digital conEol system's compensato4 D(z),is found by selecting an equivalenE

continuous system design, in this case a PD type, and approximating it in the digital
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domain. Equations (2.5) and (2.6) represent these two compensators. The designer must

choose appropriaæ values of the PD gains ûo satisfy the performance requirements. The

gains are found by studying the system in the s-domain because the servo drive is an

analog system. ( However, the method used applies directly ûo the z-plane as well.) Using

equation Q.6) for D(s), the open loop, forward path, ftansfer function or loop gain

function of the continuous system is given as:

c,r(s)=r(r)ffi= K PK,(lo2/o,t)
s(1 + t"s)

(2.e)

where: K, = Totat Gain of Plant = Krnc. Kro,. K"

The s2 term in the denominator of equation (2.9) implies a second order, type 1

system which results in a zero steady state error for a sæp input (X) and a fÏxed sæady

st¿re error for a ramp input (/",), which is also known as afollowing error tgl. This

error, unlike those in machine tool applications, can be toleraæd in robot control but

should be kept to a minimum in order to provide an accurately controlled path.

The following error is defined as,

1
O=-ss K oK,

(2.10)

Furthermore, if the rano K o f K o in equation (2.9) is chosen equal to the time constant, î",

a pole-zero cancellation occurs, thereby reducing the order of the system and improving

the sæady state performance. The system then becomes first order with an exponential

response and critical damping. The pole-zero cancellation, chosen in the s-plane, will
result in a similar cancellation in ttre z-plane. This method to limit e"" and provide pole-

zero cancellation is used to find Ç and Ko.
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In order ûo spcify a reasonable following error limit, e"", the geomen'ical

con-figuration of the robot must be examined. Normally, accuracy and repatability are

defined in a Cartesian space for robotic applications. The CRS robot used in this work

provided a repeatability of + 0.13 mm with its original control system t151. The current

analysis is confÏned to individual joints, so that this specification must be n^ansformed to

the joint space.

The following error can be interpreæd as a path deviation in the Ca¡æsian space. In

comparison to the requirements of CNC controllers in metal removal applications [6,7],

high tolerances throughout a path are not needed in robotic applications. Rather, a high

accuracy is required at the end point in order to precisely position the robot end effector.

For a type 1 sysæn¡ a zþÍo steady stat€ error to a step input satisfies this condition.

Therefore, the following error tolerance can be relaxed for smoother, continuous motion

between path points. The original specification of 10.13 mm is used as a guideline, for

further analysis.

The worst scenario to consider in specifying the joint space error, relative to

Cartesian error, is when the robot links are extended fully, as shown in Figure 2.8.

Individuat joint errors result in a maximum end point deviation with the largest errors

caused by joints I and2.

The Caræsian error at the end point can be expressed as :

e,=2R,rt[?) (2.t1)

where e¡ = Cartesian error (**),
0"o,¡ = angularjointerror (rad),

R¡ = distance to end point from current joint location (mm), and

; = joint number.
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e I is out of plan€

Figure 2.8. End point deviation due to individual joint error, 0o,,,

For the CRS robot,

R, = & = 660.4 mm, & = 406.+ mm, ard R¿ =152.4 mm.

Joint 5, the end effector roll axis, contributes zero tanslational displacement effors

and only minor orientation emors so that it is not considered further.

If each joint is in the configuration shown in Figure 2.8, the maximum Ca¡tesian

enor can be found, by using the cosine law, to be:

4r"x = . Q.T2)

Sening e,,,, equal to 0.13 mm, the maximum allowed joint enors can be found to be

0-(max) =9.4x10-s rad. e.li)

To find e"", the maximum joint error must be referenced back to the servo motor's

shaft th¡ough the gear reducer. The CRS robot has a72:l harmonic reduction drive in
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joints I,2 and 3. Moreover, a 16:1 gear n'ain is employed for joints 4 and 5. Therefore,

the maximum allowable error at the servo moûor's shaft is,

€o =Ø*(max) x7Z=0.006768rad (forJoints l,Z &.3) e.l4)
eo = 0-(max) x16 = 0.001504 rad (for Joints 4 e, Ð . (2.I5)

using these values for eo, equation e.l}) can b solved by substituting the

following empiricalty found values :

v10vx D¡c = 
f Z o* **- = 0.07874 v/DAc counrs ,

Kro,=#i ,"# ¿+rï =20.1s #, eoints L,z8{.3)

v _2000RpM^_rad lminKro, =r-, ï .r" # *ï =20.s4 #, goints 4 e.s)

K" = 4ooo ry. 1 rev 
=636.62 

**o,
rev 2n rev rad

and, T" = 0.014 s.

These values of Kon ,Kro,,K", aÍtdTs, are found through measurement of actual

hardware parameters. A more detailed derivation can b found in references [5,6]
outlining previous work with similar servo components. The DAC gain, Krr.,, and

encoder gain, K", are fîxed constants which are determined from hardware specifications.

An 8-bit DAC is used which provided a + 10 V analog signal and 1000 line encoders (

4000 quadrature counts) are used on all axes. The total motor-amplifier gain, Kr,,, is

adjusted through analog poæntiometers located within the amplifier. The drive sysûem,s

mechanical tinre constanL t", is defined as the time required for a loaded motor to respond
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to 63.27o of a step velocity command [14]. This was nËasured, on-line, for all axes and

then averaged arithmetically. In fact, the values recorded were almost constant because

each axis employed identical servo motors. The present version of the motion conml

inærface (McÐ card is hardwired to sample at2s0 Hz (i.e. T = 0.004 s).

Now, forjoints 1,2,3:

KoK, =Ueo =L47.75, Ko =I47.75f K,, and,

K, = 0. 07 87 4 x26.18 x 636. 62 = 1312. 34 (counts/D^AC counts . s).

Ko = 0.1126 DAC counts lnd. (2.16)

Solving for Ko ,

Ko = Kot" =0.1126x.074= 0.00159 DACcounts.s/rad. (2.17)

For joints 4 and 5:

KoK, =Uto = 664.89, Ko = 664.891 K,,

K, = 0. 07 87 4 x 20. 9 4 x 636. 62 = 1049. 67 (counts/DAC counrs . s),

Ko =0.6334 DAccounrs/rad, and (2.1g)

Ko = Kor, =0.6334x.074= 0.00997 DACcounts.s/rad. (2.Ig)

The PD compensator was implemenæd in software by using the simple difference

equation:

Ko.þ@) - e(n-t))
O(n) - Ko.e(n)+

where:

O(n) -nü ouþur (DAC counts),

n = sample number,

e(n) = nü position error (rad), and

T = samplingperiod (s).

Q.20)
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This concludes the derivation of the n'ansfer function pararrÌeters for the digltål,

closed loop, feedback conhol system. A digital analysis can be perforrned now to asses

the effect of sampling when using the current ha¡dware parameters. This type of analysis,

previously assumed unnecessary for the machine tool conh"oller [6], is needed to

determine if the cu¡rent sampling rate is satisfactory for robotic control.

2.3"3 ÐÍgiúal Araatrysis

Now that the PD compensator gains have been deærmined, the system's transfer

function, given by equation (2.8), can be found as:

^ t \ 0.683312+0.6213ut\z)=M, (2.21)

and

D(z)=Ko+Ko+=(x,t+\t)t-xo Q.22)

From these last two equations, the characteristic equation of the closed loop tansfer

function (equation (2.8) ) can be found to be:

t+G,(z)o(z) -s e.z3)

or

rz' +[o.es zzt(rN o + K )- o.7stsr -rfz, +
(2.24)

[0. 
zs rsr - 0. 6833 lK o + 0.6213(rr, + * r)), - 0.6213 K o = e

so that

zt -L.4046322 +0.7g6g32-0.24540=0 for (ioints 1,2and3), (2.25)
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and

23 -0.1933322 +0.g56Lgz-1.101g3 = 0 for (ioints 4 and 5). (2.26)

Solving for the roots of equation e.25) g¡ves

zt =0.78869, zz =0.30796+0.46508j, and zs =0.30796-0.4650gj

where j = ã . The roots of equation (2.26),on the other hand, are

4 =0.'77967, zz = -0.29317 +7.15212j, and, zt = 4.29317 -I.l52lZ j .

For stability in the z-plane, att the poles of the sysæm's transfer function (or roots of

the cha¡acæristic equation) must lie inside the unit circle. This cond.ition has been satisfied

only for joints 1,2 and 3 whereas joints 4 and 5 show borderline stability. This was seen in

practice because joints 4 and 5 were difficult to tune in order to achieve the desired

following error. consequently, K o and K, were reduced by approxim ately l0 vo

(through visual and aural observation) for joints 4 and 5. One important point to noüe is

that the damping ratio, (, in the z-plane has been reduced considerably due to sampling.

The imaginany roots of equation Q.25) lie within a constant-( cuwe corresponding to ( =
0.5 [14] - a signifîcantreduction from the originatly inænded critically damped (( = 1.0 )

system. A low damping ratio ( ( < t) can cause excessive overshoot and undue oscillatory

behavior [14].

The sampling üþ, set at 250 Hz, can have a significant effect on the system's

performance as shown in this analysis. If the sampling raûe is doubled (T = 2msec),

equation Q.24) would have the following roors :

4 = 0.28L39, zz = 0.54414, zt = 0.87990 grving ( = 1.0 ( Joints I,Z and3), and

zt=0.87576, zr,r=0.133+0.8204j gving Ç=0.t5 (Joints 4 and 5).
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trf the sampling rate is increased ro 1 KFIz ( T = 1 msec ), conversely" then

4=0.09130, zz=0.93522, zz=0.09130 gving ( = 1.0 (Joints I,Zand.3), and

zt =0.93357, zr,r=0.3248+0.4839j gving Ç= 0.45 ( Joints 4 and 5).

It can be seen that the sampling rate can dramatically affect the sysæm's damping

ratio, pafücularly for joints 4 and 5, and can even creaûe instability in some cases. The

current sampling raæ of 250Hzis adequate although significant improvement can be

made if it is increased. During experimental studies, joints 4 and 5 did ænd to oscillaæ in

some cases, indicating an under damped response, as shown by the analytical results.

They were also the most difficult axes ûo tune during installation. This difficulty was due

mainly !o their low gear reduction which required a significantly higher degree of accuracy

at the motor's shaft.

It should be noted that the empirical values deærmined for the pD compensator

gains were used as a bonchmark during systÊm tuning. The control.sof¡vare allowed on-

Iine modification of gains on each axis so that they were tuned accord.ing to their actual

response' This was done by trial and error, beginning with very low gains and slowly

increasing Ko *d Ç until good accuracy and a stable response was achieved. Once the

axis was tuned properly, the gains were saved and used for all subsequent motion profiles.

This is an important feature of a digitally implemented connoller. On the other hand, the

tedious process of tuning can be made signiñcantly more effTcient by using on-line, real

time, adaptive tuning. However, this was not attempted.

2.3.4 Feed forward Compemsatiom

The feed forward gain, K¿, shown in Figures 2.3 and,2.6 generaûes a velocity

command signal proportional to the derivative of the position comrnand (or desired
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position 0r(r) ). trf no change in position command occurs, then the feed forward

command is zero. Ideally, al007o feed forward compnsation would provide the exact

velocity command to the servo-drive without any need for position error . A more

conservative approach (50 - 70 Vo of the required velociry command) is used normally

þcause the real system, including the mechanical load, is not ideal t161. If too much feed

forward gain is used, the actual position will overshoot the final position commanded.

The feed forward command is open-loop and will not affect the closed loop stability.

The feed forward term, however, significantly reduces the following error without the

need to increase the proportional gain, K p U3,14,171. For this reason, velocity feed

forward control is used exænsively in commercial position controllers. It has been

implemented here, through software, in the micro-contoller to improve accuracy and

reduce the following error throughout the robot's path.

2"4 KËmemnatias of a 5 ÐOF'' Roboú Manaåpeaåaton

With the position confrol system modeled and optimized to achieve good accuracy,

the kinematics of the manipulator must be developed in order to accurately compuæ the

position reference commands for the servo drive system. A manipulator consists of a

series of links connected by joints. A method of describing the position and orientation of

the robot with respect to joint angles can be developed for the particular link

configuration. Homogenous transformations and kinematic equations a¡e used to

represent the position and orientation in a world coordinate frame (Cartesian, polar or

spherical) as a function of the joint coordinates.
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2.4. I Fão¡mogerÅeous T'nanrsfonrxratior¡s

The method of Denavit and Harænburg [18] is used to describe the hansformation

of one coordinate system (or frame ) to another. Referring to Figure 2.9, the Denavit-

Harænburg notation represents each coordinate frame, i, at every joint relative to the

previous frame, (i-l). The position and orientation of coord,inate frame j, relative to frarne

(i-1), is represented by the homogeneous transformation, A,i-r, given by the following 4 x

4 marix:

Ai-'= (2.27)

where:

@ a. is the link length,

" 0; is the nvist angle,

ø fl. is the distance between links, and

' 0i is the angle benveen links.

The first three columns of A,i-t represent the coordinate Eansformation that

specifies the orientation of frame í relative to frame (Ë1). The fourth column, on the other

hand" represents the position of frame i relative to frame (È1).

Figure 2.9 illusftates the coordinate frames for the 5 DOF CRS robot considered.

Several inærmediate coordinate frames are used at link 5 (5a,5b,5c,5d) to account for the

fact that the tool's roll axis (ioint 5) is perpendicular to the wrist's pirch axis (oint 4).

Intermediate transformations a¡e needed to make z, collinear with the axis of revolution.

a, cos 0,\
qsin0, l

dil
1)

l':'

I'l

0j - sin 0, cos c[,j

0, cos 0, cos cx,,

sin ø,

0

sin 0, sin ø,

-cos 0, sin ø,

cos c[,j

0
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{w

The DenavirF{arænburg parameters for the coordinate frames shown in Figure 2.9 are

listed in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.9. Manipulator's coordinate frames

Table 2.1. Denavit-Harænburg t¿ble of link parameters

Frame,l Variable 0,¡ (dee) 4¡ (run) d, t"*t) 0, {a"e)

1 0, 90 0 0 0,

2 0, 0 ø =254 0 0"

3 03 0 as =254 0 0,

4 0o 0 0 0 0,

5a 0 xs'=152.4 0 0=0
5b 90 0 0 0=0
5c 0 0 0 0=-90
5d es -90 0 0 0s
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The homogeneous transforrnations associated with all five joints of the CRS robot

are deærmined by substituting the parameærs lisæd in the table into equation (2.27). The

homogeneous transformations are given then by:

2 "4 "2 V{iner¡ra&ic EquatÍons

Having derived the transformation matrices, the overall forward hansformation

equation or [f] matrix can be computed as:

rs = Al . 4. A: . ,4i . ,4: e.zs)

f t, -s2 0 czarl

^, 
=lî '; T ":,1
Lo o o 1l

[r, 0 s, 0l

or=l',i i î' ;l
Lo o o tl

fro -s4 0 0l

or=l'o c4 o ol
" l0 0 101

Lo o o t.l

[r, -s3 0 csarl

o;=lî î i ";,1
Lo o o tl

f 0 0 t a,1

A1 =4",q1;.ei!o;,=l_î, î; ;l e.2s)

Lo" d o 
'.J
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or

[-cts*^s, - ECr -c$rucs + s,s, crc* osctce + qctc, + a2ctc21
,' _l-,StS*Sr -CtC, -S,S*C, -C,E SrCr* arSrCr*+arSrCo+arSrC, IIi=l ':'_ r-5 'L"zY."srvtes "f* "*lT*,*)r!","1:.'t, l.ç2.10\- 

| C*5, C*C, Sru ersr* + qS,- + arS, 
ILooor_l

This transformation relates the joint angles with the position and orientation of the
robot's end-effector (or simply the fifth coordinate frame {xr,yr,zr} atuched to it). The

preceding transformation (2.30), contains the foüowing elements :

'9¡ ax

't) ay

'sz az

00
(2.31)

The position of the end effector is represented by the {p} vector whereas the

orientation is represented by the combination of vectors {n},{r} and {ø}. The orient¿tion

can be expressed in the more commonly used Euler angle description [19]. This

beneficially reduces the number of parameærs required to describe the orientation from the
9 parameters ({n }r*, , {t}r*, , {o}r", ) to the 3 parameærs (q, 0, ry).

Euler angles describe any possible orientation by using a sequence of rotations about

the X, Y and z axes of the moving reference frame. Several different representations exist

such as z-Y-x, z-Y-z or ROLL, PffCH and YAW (fixed angle set) - all of which differ
only by their sequence of rotations. The Z-Y-ZEuler description [19] is used here. The

sequence of rotations shown in Figure 2.10, in which the orderb important, is as follows:
@ 0 about the OZ axis,

o Q about the rotaæd OV' axis, and

I
fr,

', 
=ln'

L";
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@ V about the roøæd OW" axis.

Figure 2.I0. Z-Y -Z Euler angle description

If each rotation is represented in a û'ansformation mat'ix and multiplied together, the

following tansform is found:

al
V'

(2.32)

This transforn can be equaæd to the orientation portion of equation (2.3I) and the

three Euler angles can be found as a function of {ø},{f} and {a}. m rhe case of the robor

used in this snrdy, the Euler angles are relaæd directly to the position of the robot's joints

L and 5 (0, and 0r) in the following manner:

' 0=0,=atan2(pr,p,)

' V=0s'

Now, a Cartesian point in the robot's work space requires the following six

parameters for a compleæ description of its location :

F ={p,,pr,p,,þ,0,n/}t e,33)

f cQc0cry - sOsV -cQc0sry - sOcV c0s0l
Rr*,r,*, = | sqcOcry + cOsV -sQc0sy + cgcry sQse | .

L -rerV sosy r0 
-.|
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This format is used to describe the path points of a given robot trajectory. (See section

2.s.)

2.43 nravense Kir¡ennatåcs

The forward transformation matrix, equation Q.30), is useful only if the desired

joint angles are known. Normally, the inverse h'ansformation is rcquired for coordinaæd

motion. (See sectionZ.S.) The desired Caræsian position is usually k¡rown and the joint

angles must be found from the inverse transform of equation (2.30). The solution is found

by employing a combination of algebraic and geonrcnic methods.

From equation Q.29), a rerurangement results in

[¿i]-'q' = 4,q?¿i4 .

Multiplying out borh sides gives

f crn, + srn, cls¡ +slliJ crax + srar ctp,
I

I n, .s, az

I 
srn, - crn, Jr+ - crs) srax - cray stp,

1000

c4
se
0

0

a3ca +a2cz+asaca4

a3sg + a2s2+ asasx4

0

I

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2.37)

By equating elements, the following parameters are found:

0, = atan2( pr,p,)

0s = atan2(ctny -stn,,ct, -r,r,) or 0, = qr

0 zs = atan2(a,, cra, + srar) .

The solution for 0r,0, and 04 is found geometically from Figure 2.11.
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6ffiPlane of Manipulator r¡' x ' 'Y

Figure 2.11. Geometrical representation of manipulator

The location of point c can be found by evaluatin g k nd h. They are given by

4 = arocos(O*) where lry =0, +0, +00

and

lr, = arosin(O* ).

Thus, Cr= Pr-h nd C*^iput^o,pto*={Ñ -U.
Triangle ABC of Figure 2.1 1 is now defined. By using the cosine law to solve for 0r,

- h)' +b, - t 

")' 
-(o,' + a,,)

2arq
(2.38)cos0, =

sin 0, -

Pr' + pr'

1-cos20r, and

0, = atanÌ(-fæo, co, 0, ). (2.3e)
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Solving for 0, and 0r, gives

0z = g+p, and

8o =Ø* -0, -0, .

In equations Q.40) and (2.41),

(2.40)

(2.4r)

I

e = aran2( p, -hz,Jñ - nr),

Jñ -h)' +(p, -t"), -o,,

2a, ,[7q -r,)' +(p"-h,)'

or'*(
cosp -

B = ut"nz(fr.of þ,corB).

These derivations complete the inverse kinematic analysis. Equations (2.35)

through Q.4l) were implemented in sofnvare to compute the desired joint angles from a

known Caræsian position. Further checks (sofnvare f statements) were needed for the

parameters of equation Q.39) úo account for the multiple solutions of sin(0, ). Also, the

range of values for ttre atan2 function required modification of 0o when it approached 1g0

o. For example, if the required jointposition was 181o, the atan2 function returned -I7g".

If the previous robot position was +179o, this would result in a 358o angular displacement

in one command sûep.

2.5 Expnessåorls fon a Motior¡ Tna.iecÉory

The most important function of the robot's control system is to control the motion

of the end effector along a desired path. The path or tajectory is described by a start and

an end position with inærmediate points which define ttre path to be followed.
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Trajectory equations can be expressed in joint coordinates or Cartesian coordinates.

Joint coordinated motion is obtained by a linear inærpolation of individual joint positions

between path node points. The procedure is very efficient and it is limited only by the

maximum joint accelerations and joint velæities [18] which the servo motors are capable

of reaching. However, the end effector's motion does not follow lines or any typo of well

defined path between desired positions. Joint coordinated motion is normally used for

large motion of parts when the end effector is clear of any obst¿cles. It cannot be used

when the path must be well defined, for example when the robot is nea¡ fixtures or other

equipment during part pick up and placement. In order ûo avoid multiple coordinated

motion stategies requiring morc complicaæd software, the current robot controller only

implements Caræsian Coordinate Motion [7]. This form of motion is natural ûo Cartesian

coordinates (along lines) and can be extended easily to other orthogonal coord.inate

systems such as cylindrical or spherical coordinates. This type of coordinaæd motion

requires a continuous evaluation of the manipulator's Cartesian position with a subsequent

transformation to joint coordinates made necessary ûo contol an individual seryo's

position. Such a præedure is computationally expensive and can suffer from manipulaûor

degeneracies [18] where joint rates can become infiniæ. It is also difficult to predict

whether excessive joint velocities or accelerations will occur during a trajecûory segmenl

However, the functionatly defined motion is crucial forpick-and-place operations and

obstacle avoidance.

Having derived the inverse kinematics, the Cartesian positions (including the Euler

angles) can b tansformed easily into corresponding joint coordinates. This

transformation provides the joint command positions for the position control systenl

Thus, the motion between two points on a path can be described as a linear approximation

between the initial a¡rd final Caræsian positions. However, a purely linear approximation
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would cause vibration or jerk at path n'ansition points because of discontinuities in
direction. Therefore, a fourth order poþomial is used to describe the nansition from one

trajectory segment ro another t181. It is given as :

q(t)=aota +qt3 +azf +aLt+ao Q.42)

where q(r) describes the generalized position over time, / (i.e. x,y,z,þ,O orr¿r) and

Qo - Q¿ are constants found by applying the boundary conditions. This equation provides

continuity of position, velocity and acceleration throughout the nansition and results in a

smooth, confolled robot trajectory.

Applying the end conditions, the position, velocity and acceleration during the

transition are as follows:

(2.43), =l@ T 
* na)rz - h) h, - z rc]n + a + na

n=l@t+na}rs- h)zh2-*l* eM)

a=( rc:***}t -tù# e.4s)\.

where h=t *to""

2t*"

Afær the transition at point B in Figure z.r2 ( t = to,"),the position, velocity and

acceleration are given by:

q=LCh+B, O=f, ä=Oandn=*. (2.46)It Tt
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Figure 2.12. P ath transirions (adapted from [ 1 8] )

The transition acceleration instant, t*",isimplemenæd in software as an acceleration

factor,,4F, where

AF.T- segrcnt

Q.47)'acc-j

In effect, the acceleration factor controls the shape of the velocity profile between

the path points, as shown in Figure 2.13.

T
se8

Path
Velocity

time, t

Figure 2.L3.Yelacity profile through path segments
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The manipulator does not pass through inærmediaæ points but, rather, passes

nearby, as shown in Figure 2.ß. rc the acceleration factor is small (3-5 Vo of the ûotal path

time), the end-effector will come closer to the path point but will deceleraûe towards and

accelerate away from the point much more rapidly. This can result in a "jerþ" motion and

should h avoided. Now the path acceleration is a complicaæd function of individual

servo accelerations so that it is possible to exceed the capability of a servo-motor and,

cause instability. The only time the manipulator passes through a point is when it stops

there. Therefore, if it is desired to pass through inærmediate points, it can be done only at

a zþÍo velocity. This requirement is accomplished by repeating the najectory point in the

path specification [ 1 8].

This concludes the analysis of ttre position control system and the equations

necessary for coordinated motion of the robot. These equations are implemenæd in the

softwa¡e based robot contoller, whose details are presented in chapær 3.
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3"f. lxltrodu¡cfüor¡

A CRS robot was modified to evaluate the performance of the microcomputer

based, robot controller. Only the frame and drive gear trains were retained. The five

existing servo motcrs were replaced by Elecno-Craft motors and matching amplifiers.

The hardwa¡e and software configuration of the controller used for the object recognition

experiments wiU be d.iscussed in this chapter. A brief analysis of the system's performance

will conclude this chapter.

3"2 R.ohot &{ardwane

3.2.3. T[¡e CRS Robot Armr

The CRS robot uses an articulated arm design and contains only revoluæ joints.

The working envelope of the robot is shown in Figure 3.1. Harmonic drive gear reducers

are used on joints 1,2 and 3. Joints I and2 are connected directly and joint 3 is driven by

a preloaded d¡ive chain. Joints 4 and 5 use a combination of spur and bevel gears driven

by a second series of drive chains. A servod¡iven grippr is used as the end effector.

40
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Figue 3.1. Armconfiguration of CRS robot

3.2.2 Senvo Ðníve System

A Max-100 PWM servo amplifier and the model E586 DC servo motor, both from

Electro-Craft Corporation [13,20], were selected for all 5 axes. Each servo motor has an

integral tachomeær and optical rotary encoder for velocity and position feedback,

respectively. The addition of velocity feedback, not present on the original robot conhol

system, significantly improved the dynamic performance and stability, especially at the

relatively low command frequency Q50Hz) used in this study. The flexible inúerface on

the amplifier allows a simple connection to any controller which provides status ouþuts,

directional limit inputs and an external inhibit capability for emergency sifuations.
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3.2.3 Microcornputer

An IBM PC compatible,4S6DX-33 microcomputer, also made available for this

sfudy by Vansco Electronics, was used for the robot controller. This is a full 32-bit

processor with an integral floating point unit oprating at33\vfrIz. A full tower design

was used grving ample space for the interface and VO cards. The power and affordability

of this system made it an ideal choice for a flexible conrol system. The software based,

control system can be configured easily for future hardware upgrades, such as the new

Pentium (P5) trc now on the market. This will be made possible by backward

compatibility of all Inæl prducrs.

3.2.4 Motion Control Interface Card

Two custom developed, motion conffol inærface (MCÐ cards [6] are used to

monitor and control each axis of the robot. Each card can control up to three axes. In the

present configuration, five axes and a¡r additional gripper can k conftolled by the two

ca¡ds. The card is designed to be compatible with the IBM PC/AT bus standard and

includes:

* encoder interface,

' 8 bit Digital-to-Analog Converrer (DAC-08), as well as

" address and Data bus interface (standard) .

The encoder interface uses the HCTL-2000 motion control IC from Hewlett

Packard. Itreceives optical encoderpulses andperforms quadrature decoding. The IC

has a built ín, 12 bit up/down counter and an output data latch used to transfer the counter

value to the data bus for subsequent reading. The conEol system's software reads the

counter value from the data bus and converts it to angular position units at the sampling
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frequency. The DAC-08 is needed to provide an analog voltage to the servo amplifier

corresponding to the speed reference. It provides a linear, analog signal as a function of

digltal input, in this case an I bit quantity. The address and data bus inærface provide a

standard means of communication befween the pC and the interface card. Each HCTL IC

and DAC-08 exist as an VO add¡ess on the AT bus allowing simple reads and writes to the

appropriate address. The card's base address is preselected through swirches and does not

interfere with other peripheral devices such as the seria[parallel communication card,

video card or disk controllers.

Only one 25 pin connector is available on the card for external connection and a

secondary inærface box is used to bring all encoder and amplifier connections into one

main line. The MCI card design is simple and economical, utilizing less than $ 300.00 of

hardware t6l. A new model, currently being developed, will offer improved performance

and an even simpler ha¡dware design. It will incorporate a new high performance motion

control lC and a single PAL (Programmable Array Logic ) IC to coordinate all

communication and time sensitiveUO I2l). This æchnology reduces the number of

components on the card and allows easy modification of logic functions.

3.2"5 n/O Ðxpansion Cand

A standard digital VO card is used to interface with reference or home swirches

mounted on each axis of the robot These switches are used to initialize the robot by

always moving to a preset home position. The digital VO card also allows the control

system to inærface with other exûernal devices in the robot cell through standard TTL

signals. Figure 3.2 illustrates ttre general structure of the connoller used during the course

of this work.
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For Object Recognition

Figure 3.2. General structure of the controller

3"3 Softwane Þesågra

A unique, software based, contol system implements the equations derived in

Chapær 2 for individual servo position conrol and manipulator kinematics in a modular

design by using the'C'programming language. The PC based contol structure uses a

single CPU to perform all functions of the controller, includ.ing seryo conEol for each of

the 5 axes. For this reason, a real-time, multi-tasking operating system (OS) was chosen.

The multi-tasked OS is capable of providing pre-emptive scheduling (ie. the ability for low
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priority tasks to relinquish cont'ol of the CFU to higher prioriry øsks when needed) in

addition to normal tirrrc-slicing operæions. The soft'ware consists of the following eight

separaûe processes or tasks.

' The front end server (¡tarent)process is responsible for all ærminal Vo and user

inærface. It also acts ¿rs a communications hub for all client tasks.

' Five individual servo contol tasks (child)receive position information and

command each servodrive through the interface card.

' A scheduler process (child) synchronizes each servo task to follow a pre-defined

sampling rate.

' The path control process (chíld) computes the kinematic equations an¿

cofflmunicates with each servo task to provide command positions along a

specified najectory.

The most important function of the software based controller is to precisely close

the position loop at the desired sampling frequency. The motion control inærface ca¡d has

been hardwired to sample each position encoder at250 Hz. A joint position is read every

4 msec and a new command position is calculaæd and sent to the DAC. The servo

command for each axis should b sent at the same time for proper control. For this

reason, a priority driven OS is needed to ensure that the servo tasks close the position

loop synchronously and atprecise time inærvals.

3.3.L tS Ðescription

The QNXrM operating system, developed by Quantum Software Systems l-td. of

Kanata, Ontario, was chosen as the underlying OS environment. The fundamenøl design

of this system offers a multi-user, multi-tasking, real-time, disn'ibuted, message passing
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operating system [38]. The QNX os, version 4.1, extends the capabilities of ea¡lier

versions. An important aspect of the design is the sofr,,¡¿are's compatibifiry with current

and proposed IEEE POSIX standards for operating sysûems. A version of OpenlookrM is

also available to provide a graphical inærface similar to that of the UN¡ç based system.

QNX consists of a small kernel, only B Kb in size, which is in charge of sysrem

rclated processes such as the network rÌì,anager, process manager, file system manager and

the device manager. This micro kernel supervises all inærprocess communication, process

scheduling, low level network communication and inæmrpt handling. The micro kernel,s

architecture is the key to its real time performance. The WatcomrM C compiler is

supported by QNX and has been customized to provide several Ql{X relaæd functions

not found on other plafforms.

A fundamental operating principle of QNX, known as message based interprocess

communication, provides a means of synchronizing the execution of several processes.

This feature allows the programmer to efñciently execute code and utilize CpU time

between sampling instants and then synchronize the execution of important servo

processes all simultaneously. For example, all five joint command signals must occgr

simultaneously in order to achieve the desired end effector path. However, the kinematic

tansformations and mathematical computations may demand different amounts of CpU

resources for each axis depending on the type of pattr desired and the complexity of each

joint ransformation. In QNX, each servo control task can be considered as a separate

process requiring a certain CPU time. When the transformations are complete and new

joint positions are computed, the task becomes blockedand waits to receive a timed signal

(in this case aprory) from the scheduler task. The scheduler task is receíve blocked

during the 4 msec delay and then triggers aprory owned by each servo task As processes

send, receive and reply to messages, each undergo various changes of state that affect
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when and how long they run. When a task is blocked, it relinquishes CPU cont-ol to all

other sysæm processes. By giving the scheduler and servo tasks highest priority, CpU

time will always tle available for theirreal time execution. This provides the fundarnental

software design concept on which the motion control program is built upon. The overall

structure is shown in Figure 3.3.

Ql{X allows the creation of several real-time timers which can be used, in

corutection with the message passing system, to synchronizn the servo output commands

with the sampling raæ of the motion contol cards. The control algorithm must compute

the desired position based on this sampling perid and must command the motion control

cards no fasær than the sampling rate allows. Now several computations must occur

between each sampling instant so that the scheduler process must be delayed the correct

period before commanding the cards. It is critical, therefore, that the total execution time

never exceed the 4 msec limit set by the sampting frequency,

Other advantages of the QNX based system include process monitoring in real time

which allows exúernal events to be monitored and inæmrptions to be created, if necessary.

The PC based sysûem can be used to control not only the robot but other automation

related functions within the robot's environment. The multi-user capabilities can put the

microcomputer on a system-wide network communicating with other t¿sks and processes.

In fact, networking in QNX is completely mnsparent to the user and can provide

additional CPU resources for demanding applications, effectively creating a "pseudo"

multi-processor sysûent.
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Servo Control Task

Figure 3.3. Multi-tasked software position contol for three axes

3.3.2 Contnol System Tasks

The control system tasks, described in Section 3.3, form the basis for the robot's

control system. Each task is a separate, executable mdule that is loaded by the main

server. Additional tasls can be included easily to provide a variety of control or

computational functions. For example, the object recognition system outlined in Chapter 5

runs concurrently with the robot controller. This type of modular desig.t is extremely

flexible and it is limiúed only by hardware deficiencies (i.e. CPU polver, memory etc.).
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A brief description of each task of trre robot conû.oller follows.

3.3.2.1 F.c.orÀ& Ðmd Senven

This is the parent process which begins or spawns all other system tasks that run
concurrently as chíldprocesses. This task prforms all screen VO using eNX t€rminal
functions and sets up the menu based, control panel. It performs a¡1 hardware and
sofnvare initializations and communicates with all the childprocesses such as the servo
øsks and path control task.

The main menu provides ¿rccess to all the control system functions. A brief
overview of the menu functions is shown in Figure 3.4.

3"3.2"2 Senvo T'ask

Five separaÛe servo contol tasks receive position command information from the
server (Jog and reach modes) or Path contol rask @ath mode) and communicate with
the servo drive system to accuraûely position each joinl when the robot is idle, these
tasks continue sampling the position to hold the current joint configuration by closing the
position loop' At each sampling instant, a check is made for any pending messages from
the server, indicating that a new control mode should be initiaæd such as path control, jog
mode or a hardware reset.

If a caræsian path is to be followed, the servo task simply rc¿eives the joint position
commands from the path connol rask, reads the c.orentposition, performs pID

compensation and sends a command signal ûo the servo drive, as described in Figure 2.1.
For individual jog moves, the server simply passes the desired final angular position and
jog velocity' The servo task then commands the servo drive sysúem ûo compleüe the jog
move in a way that conforms to a mpezoidal velocity profile.
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MESET

ÐISPLAV
SERVO PARAM
GAtels

AXES JOG

GRIPPER

PAT!-B
FILENAME
GO
DEMO
TEST T.{N

rnX¡¡u r*r,¡

JOG
SELECT AXIS
JOG DIST
VELOCITV
ALL

TEAçH

Sends all þints to a home or reference position.

Resets all position and counter variables to zero including the
encoder pulse counfer on the interface card.

Dynamically displays cunent and total encoder counts .
Displays PID conrol gains and feed forwa¡d gun, Kç, for each axis.
Allows on-line modification through simple keysnoÉês.
Displays current axes jog distances used as defaults in jog nnde.

Controls gripp€r related funcrions (OPEN/CLOSE).

Allows user to select desired path file.
Executes path frle.
Performs pre-defined demonshation programs.
Executes desired path and tests Neural Network program to identify
object during æst path or measure part position or orienfrrion.
Performs Neural Network haining cycles using desired robot pattr.

Individual axis selection for jogging.
Define desired jog distance.
Defrne joint angular velocity during jog move.
Jog all axes simultaneously.

Enter teach mode where robot can be commanded to move incrementally
along cartesian directions under keyboard conhol. Desired path points
can be saved in a path file for subsequent execution or mod.ification.

Figure 3.4. Description of main menu functions of cont'ol program

Other functions include performing a hardware and software reset, when signaled by

the Front End Server, communicating with the VO interface card during a home move,

and storing joint positions in globally accessible RAM for subsequent analysis.
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3.3.2"3 Fath Co¡rúno[ Task

This process is used to generate position command signals in order to follow a

desired Caræsian trajectory. The kinematic equations (given in Section 2.4) and,motion

trajectory expressions þresenæd in Section 2.5) are used to perform all the required

calculations. The Front End Server passes the desired path file and current joint positions

to the Path Conn'ol Task to begin the process. The computed command positions are sent

to each servo task at the sampling frequency until the end effector has reached the final

path point.

3.3"2"4 Scleedunen Task

The scheduler task is responsible for synchronizing all servo tasks so that command

signals to each servo drive occur at the sampling frequency. As soon as the Front End

Server is loaded, the scheduler and servo t¿sks aÍe spawned (loaded as child processes)

and begin execution at the highest priority. Real time synchronization is done by a

software timer which notifies the scheduler with a prory event ata predeærmined interval.

The scheduler task enters an endless loop where it receives the timer proxy and then

triggers frve servo proxies attached to each servo task.

The scheduler task is predominantly in ablocked state waiting for the timer proxy

which occurs every 4 ms. The servo tasks are also in a blocked state because they wait for

the proxy trigger from the scheduler task for most of their execution time . This allows

other less important system processes (including the Front End Server) to continue with

their execution. As proxy events can accumulate in the micro kernel, it is important that

no task falls behind, or takes up too much CPU time entering the receíve blocked state.

This would be apparent immediately because it would result in all other lower priority

tasks becoming "hung" or stop being executed. During the path following mode, the Path
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Conn'ol Task, Servo Tasks and Scheduler all exist at ûre same priority and, as a result,

normal time slicing occurs in a round robin fashion. h'e-emptive scheduling allows other

processes to be execuæd at a lower priority with no effect on the position control system.

3.4 Systexe? Fenfoncmartee

To assess the performance of the robot's conrol system, the following error was

measured during the execution of a Cartesian path. A test trajectory was designed that

involved high speed line pattrs with abrupt changes in velocity and direction. The

orientation of the Sipper remained constant throughout the path. Figure 3.6 shows the

result of the æst. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate test results showing the following error

for each axis during a standatd jog move, which involves a n'apezoidal velocity profile.

It is imporønt to note that the actual position measured during the path was

sampled directly from the rotary encoders. A transformation was performed on the joint

data to calculate the Cartesian position. The desired position was equivalent to the

command position sent by the path contol task. The rotary encoder dat¿ does not reflect

the true end-effector position because the encoder was attached to the servo-motor and

not to the actual joint itself. In some joints, the mechanical transmission of the motor

output suffered from large angular errors due to backlash in the gear reduction

mechanisrn Therefore, while the analysis may show god accuracy on the part of the

control system, the end effecûor may have followed a much more inaccuraûe path during

the tesL This, in fact, was observed. Visible inaccuracies due to vibration were seen at

the end effector. This problem is a result of the specific nrechanical design employed,

especially in joins 4 and 5.

The following error limit, established during the analysis of the position contol

systern, was not rcabzædin actual tests, as can be seen in F'igure 3.7. T\e combination of
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each joint error during a Cartesian path conn'ibuæd to the overall maximum rneasured

error of about 0.83 mm in actual tests. This error was mainly due to a reduction in PD

compensation gains from the originally specified values derived in section 2.3.2. Those

values found for gains K o and Ko h equations (2.16) through (2.L9) were rarget values

used during the tuning process, which essentially involved a nial and error process of

slowly incrementing each parameter until the best possible accuracy was achieved without

oscillation or "ringing". This would indicate a stable system. In addition,load inertias

were not included in the analysis of section 2.3 because ttrey were not available from the

robot manufacturer. This would contribute to the apparent overestimation of the actual

position control system's accuracy found by the digttal analysis.

Finally, electrical interference or "noise" may be another cause of poor prformance.

The velocity command signal provided by the MCI card !o the servo amplifiers contained

considerable high frequency and high amptitude noise when measured by using an

oscilloscope. The source of the noise was ttre PWM amplifiers themselves, a result of

their high switching frequency. More sophisticated noise suppression techniques may be

used to alleviate this problem.
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This concludes the description and analysis of the robot control system. The control

system's architecture made the implement¿tion of on-line, neural network based, object

recognition (to be presented in the next chapær), possible. A brief overview of artificial

neural networks and the laser-based object recognition system will b presented in

Chapter 4.
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The application of robotic systems to tasks involving unstructured or unknown

environments requires the use of sophisticated sensors for task related feedback. Object

recognition or, mote broadly, pattern recognition attempts to provide machines with a

powerful, "human-like" sensory feedback allowing them to inæract intelligently with the

environment. Effective object recognition, accompanied by accurate deærmination of the

object's orientation and position, can provide more effrcient and flexible material handting

abilities. An application would be in robotic assembly where inælligent work cells must

recognize the anival of worþieces in order to initiate scheduled operations. Perhaps the

greatest use of machine vision for object recognition is in the area of prinæd circuit board

inspection [22). The recent tend towards baæh t]rye processing, in which engineered

products are manufactu¡ed or assembled in barch sizes of fifty or less, results in the need

for expensive jig and fixture development to present worþieces at precise locations for

the robot to handle properly. Furthermore, the push úowa¡ds automating assembly

requires inælligent sensors such as vision, force or tactile sensors for feedback.

Many techniques have been developed ta analyzn sensor data and provide some type

of recognition or identification capability. These techniques fall under two relaûed sub-

areas of image processing andpattern recognítion Image processing deals with
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operations on images to improve their quality or to extract features. pattern recognition,

on the other hand, is concemed with the identification or inteqpretation of the image.

Depnding upon the type of sensor used, image processing is nonnally needed before

accurate identification can tle done. Standard classification techniques, such as the nearest

neighbor method, hyper plane separation, featu¡e weighting and rotated coordinate

methd, all approach the problem in a rule based, analytical fashion [10]. These methods

rely on initial image segmentation or edge deæction algorithms to ext'act desired features

for subsequent classification. In most cases, a video based sensor is used to provide image

data in the form of a pixel array that can be in a binary, grey-scale or color format. Many

commercial systems using video or CCD cameras are available for image præessing and

object recognition [10].

Many applications require more than just a 2-dimensional image provided by a video

system. Methods for non-contact distance gauging, by using optic, acoustic or magnetic

sensors, are being developed to provide complete 3-dimensional images for functions such

as object grasping and object avoidance II0,221. Særeo vision, which uses multiple

calneras and triangulation to compute distances, is being studied quite extensively. No

simple solution has been found for the complex task of dealing with multiple, stereo

images because considerable data processing and ideal optical conditions are required. On

the other ha¡rd, laser range finding cruneras, providing full 3-D images, a¡e also receiving

attention despiæ their cost and complexity. However, they requfue delicate mechanisms to

scan the light source across the field of view and are considerably more expnsive than

video based vision systems.

The work presented here focuses on the use of a relatively simple sensor, a one

dimensional laser range finder, to provide a robot with the ability to recognize and

measure an object's location. The sensor is capable of measuring the distance botween the
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laser source and an object intemrpting the emitæd light beam. F:lence, it can be classified

as one dimensionaÌ. In addition, the sensor has a limiæd measurenænt range within which

it is linear. Within this range, a simple analog signal is produced which is proportional to

the distance to the tårget. Despiæ its limitations, this type of sensor has several

advantages over other vision systems. These advantages witl be discussed fu¡ther in

section 4.2 and Chapter 5. Considering its depth perception capabilities and compa ct sizn,

the laser sensor provides a powerful tool in a robotic environmenl However, the type of

scene or image information retieved is unconventional and unique compared with pixel

based, vision systems. Pattern recognition and nansformation capabilities of artificial

neural networks will be employed to interpret the measured image data.

4"2 Ðescriptíora of Éhe X.aser Senson

The concept of using a laser beam coupled wittr a mechanical scanning arrangement,

provides one way of recovering 3-D information of the real world tlOl. Depth

information offers an alærnative methd of scene analysis which normally must deal with

æchniques based on intensity, color or texture of aZ-D video image. Most laser scanning

úechniques involve free standing scanning systems and they use rotating mirrors to sweep a

beam across the objecr A different approach has ken followed here to examine the use

of a much simpler and less expensive laser range finder.

The sensor utilized in this study is an Adsens Tech, model LAS-8010V, Laser

Analog Displacement Sensor t2al. This device provides an analog signal which is

proportional to the target distance within the measurement range of 100 mm * 40 mrn

The sensor is a lightweight 310 g and it is compact, measuring only B0 x 60 x 20 mm. It

uses a 1 mW, 680 nm, visible laser beam (class 3b) which is projecæd onto the target

surface and requires a 12-?l VDC power supply for is operation. The reflecæd beam is
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collected by using a receiver within the device and an analog voltage is produced which is

proponional to the distance between the laser and the tffgel The sensor is capable of

measuring this distance to an accuracy of 50 pm, providing the target is within the

measurement range. The visible laser spot of the sensor, which is oval in shap, is

approximately 0.8x1.6 mm in size at a tffget distance of 100 mm. The size increases to

L.2n'.5 mm at 60 mm dist¿nce and decreases to 0.5x0.9 mm at 140 mm distance. A

control ouqput is available which is swiæhed either on or off ( so that it is called a bínary

output) depending on a threshold distance which is selecæd through an adjustable pot on

the sensor. A dark oulput indicates that no object is present or that the reflected beam is

ûoo weak to regist€r. The device, however, will have diffrculty detecting mirrors,

transparent or very dark objects. Figure 4.1 illustrates the present ¿urangement of the

laser-robot confi guration.
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Figure aJ. @) The laser and robot confîguration and (b) the sensor outputs
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The sensor was attached to the robot's g'lpper and the analog as well as the control

outputs are connecæd to a standard analog-to-digital converær (ADC card). The sensor

is essentially l-dimensional and, hence, it must be moved across the object while

simultaneously sampling the ouþuts to retrieve a true 3-D image of the scene. Using a

predefined, ng-zag robot path in a horizontal plane above the object, the sensor scans the

work area and collects range data for any object u¡ithin range. The quality of the image

produced is a function of the robot's positional accuracy, the scanning speed and the time

taken for conversion of the range to image data. For the present configuration, it is not

possible to have high resolution images such as those obtained from CCD c¿uneras.

However, as will be demonstrated in this thesis, by using the pattem recognition capability

of ANNs to retrieve sufficient daø from relatively few scans, it is possible to identify as

well as determine the object's location. The main advantage of the sensor is its size and

simplicity and requires a standard A-to-D data acquisition inærface for digital processing.

Being a laser based vision systenL it is not susceptible ûo the problems created by poor

background lighting or to shadows created by objects that a¡ise with video based vision

systems. Edge deæction and segnrcntation is simply a matter of locating range

discontinuities in the image. The unique pattern of range d.iscontinuities produced during

a robot scan are interpreæd by artificial neural networks, a powerful new tool being

applied with great success in various applications [4,25].

4"3 hlea¡raå Nelworü<s trn RohoÉåcs

Within the last I0 to 1.2 years, there has been an increased inærest in systems that

learn by using models of biological neurons [25,267. Artificial neural networks (ANNs),

as they are called, are king used in many new applications such as spech recognition,

vision, motor and motor-sensor conEol and naditional areas such as patt€rn recognition
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and signal processing. ANNs have the poæntial to analyzæ, very complicaæd behavior as

well as the ability to solve complex non-linear problems bcause of their massively parallet

structure of interconnecûe4 nonlinear systems and, more importantly, because of their

learning capabi-lity. A renewed inærest in their ability for robot connol and object

recognition is due to both advances in hardwa¡e as well as recent developments of multi-

layer networks which learn by employing methods such as back propagation.

A neural network learns the relationship between input and ouþut variables by

bing exposed to represent¿tive examples of their relationship. This ability is used ûo find

a general relationship hnveen variables that are difñcult or impossible ûo relate

analytically. In terms of recognizing objects, the input may be the patûern of range data

during a scan over an object and the output is simply a classification of the data inûo a

category representing a previously nained object. A futly trained network becomes

essentially a "black box" with the power to model complex, non-tnear problems rclatively

easily. The procedure for using a network consists of two phases: (i) a training phase, and

(ii) a testing phase. In recognítion apphcauons, training consists of exposing the network

to input-output pairs allowing it to leam their relationship which, in many cases, may have

no di¡ect anal¡ical solution. The testing phase involves presenting the network with an

input which may have been comrpted by noise. The network is expecæd to provide an

output corresponding to the itput, despiæ the noise that is generally present. Another

application, broadly ærmed generalízatíon, differs only in the testing phase where a

ft'ained network is given an entirely new input and it is expcæd to predict an appropriaæ

output based on the internal model developed through ft'aining.

Both types of applications are used in robotics. Several researchers have shown the

applicability of ANNs to tasks such as the dynamic control of a manipulator [1], real-time

control of robots with vision feedback [2], payload estimation for adaptive control [27]
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and path trajectory generation with obstacle avoidancel2Sl. Neural networks are

particularly well suited to pattern recognition problems of varying complexity. Miller et al

[1,2] use the CMAC (Cerebellar Model Arithmetic Compuær) network for both pattern

rccognition and robot conEol in a real-time, robot Eacking problem in which an indusnial

robot, fitæd with a video camera attached to the gipper, tacks a moving object on a

conveyer. This work focused more on robot conh'ol using ANNs and CCD cÍìmeras to

track objects and did not provide any typ€ of recognition or identification capabilities.

Depth perception was not needed because it was assumed that all parts werc at a fixed

distance relative to the camera. Watanabe et at [3] successfully applied ANNs to 3-D

object recognition by using an ultrasonic sensor and an array of receiving elements.

Identification rates greater than997o were obtained without any need for tight control on

the object's position or orient¿tion. However, this study was concemed only with object

identification and did not attempt to solve the problem of determining the object's

location. In addition, the ultrasonic receiver Íuray was fixed above the work area and did

not provide the flexibility and convenience attainable with a g'ipper mounted sensor.

Ulnasonic sensing also suffers from inferior accuracy, lack of image detail and poor beam

localization providing, in a sense, a badly focused image. The methodology presenæd in

this thesis represents a departure from these studies in that it atæmpts ø provide both

recognition and measurement capabilities using ANNs and a simple, precise, compact"

laser sensor.

Various types of neural network archiæctures exist for different applications. By far

the most widely used is the multilayer perceptron (MLP) network which provides

extremely powerful recognition and learning capabilities. It also accepts continuous input

and ouþut rather than simple bina.y values which gives greater flexibility in solving

practical problems such as object recognition.
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4"4 lffiutïtüåayex'Ferceptnos?s arÀd 6Eae Back Fnopagaúåoua Neasn"a& NeÉwonk

The MLP is the mostpopular artificial neural network used today [29,30]. The

back propagation learning algorithm is one of the most \Midely employed rnethds of

Eaining the MLP network and it has helped to revive the study of ANNs for many

practical applications[29]. This systemwas developedfirst :rr-1974 [31] andirhas

evolved as a powerful tool capable of performing complex, non-linear mappings in pattern

recognition problems. The MLP network is an extension of the simplepercepton,ftst

conceived in 1958 by RosenblattÍ3z|. A brief discussion follows.

4.4.1 The Fenceptnon

The perceptron shown in Figure 4.2 forms a weighæd sum of the input vector and

adds a bias value, 0, which acts as a threshold The result of the summation provides an

input to a non-linea¡ function, such as the hard-limiting or ttre sigmoid function shown in

Figure 4.2, which then produces a binary or continuous output, respectively.

Figure 4.2. T}:re perceptron

The perceptron can act as a discriminate function which performs a non-linear

ft'ansformation from r;, tho input vectot, to u, the output. Thus, for a two-class pattern
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recognition problem, the perceptron partitions the input into two regions by using a linear

decision boundary [25]. Itcan also act as a binary logic function capable of perfonning

Boolean algebraic expressions such as AND, OR or COMPLEMENT. However, its simple

a¡chitecture is capable of many, but not all logic functions. For example, it is unable to

solve the XOR problem. Moreover, practical problems requiring non-linearpartitioning

cannot be solved by using the simple perceptron archiæcture illustrated in Figure 4.2.

4.4.2 T'he Multilayen Fenceptnon

The multilayer perceptron is forrrrcd by cascading perceptrons into layers.

Individual perceptons are called neurons or nodes which are arranged as løyers, as shown

in Figure 4.3. T}lre MLP can perform an)¡ logic function, can implenrent complex non-

linear transformations and can solve complicaæd, ndifircnsional recognition problems

[25]. The applicability of this architecn¡re for robotic object recognition witl be pursued in

this thesis. The details are presented in Chapær 5.

Th¡ee important issues must be addressed in using the MLP network with back-

propagation. First, is the issue of network size. FIow many hidden layers are required ?

How many nodes per hidden layer should be used ? Second, the abitity of the network to

generalize is important. The network may perform well when presenæd with û'aining

data, but how will it perform when new test patterns are used ? This is especially

important here bcause the robot's positional inaccuracies will inevitably produce input

patterns that are not highly repatable. Therefore, generalization is important in retaining

good accuracy for new patterns. Finally, the time requiredto leam the desired mappings

must be considered. The back propagation algorithm used for training, discussed further

in the following section, suffers from slow convergence requiring many thousands of

iterations during training. This aspect is not so important in the present work because
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training could be done off-Iine on high performance computers. A SUN 4 and an FP-

9000 workstation were utilize<l in this study. These machines are capable of perfonning

thousands of iærations requiring millions of floating point computations in onty a few

minutes. Therefore, it could be deærmined quickly if n'aining is going to produce accurare

results with the current network archiæcture. This is done by observing the initial

convergence rate of the network, which should rapidly approach zero error early in the

training process (exponential decay). If it does not, the network size must be alæred for a

betær solution.
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Figure 4.3. An MLP network having a single hidden layer

The network size refers to the number of layers (excluding the input layer) as well as

to the number of nodes per layer. The size needed is difficult to predict kcause no

ståndard rules or formulas exist for most problems. Guidelines have been formulated

[30,33], although they are usually only an aid to improve a network's performance. If the

size of a network is too small, it will not be able ûo create an accurate mdel. However, if
the size is too big, the network may be too capable [25] in that it can implement numerous

solutions, each with poor accuacy. Generalization can also suffer with an oversized
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nefwork. Netrvork perfonnance is insensitive to over specification of size in "l-class"

classifier problems [30] (i.e. problems in which decision boundaries compleæly surround

the pattern classes). However, smaller networks Q or 3layers, excluding the input layer)

arc used more widely to reduce inænsive computations. In fact, it has been shown that

two layer nerworks perform beffer, in some cases, than three layer networks [30]. The

lower bound on the number of nodes in the hidden layer is (d + r), where d is the

dimension of the input vector. An optimal number of nodes has been shown to be 3d [30].

V/ith little knowledge of the problen¡ trial and error is ofæn used to deærmine a network's

size. Beginning with a small network (single hidden layer and d+/ hidden nodes), û"aining

continues and more nodes are added until performance levels off. Using these guidelines,

two layer networks (one hidden layer and one ouþut layer) were used in this study.

However, depending on the complexity of the recognition problem or the number of

training samples available, the number of hidden ndes was varied-

The MLP network is ineffective if a methd of changing the coupling stengths

during the learning phase is not available. Gradient descent learning l2g,30lis normally

used to "rrairl" the network to perform the non-linear transformations. This æchnique

incrementally adjusts the network weights (coupling sEengths) in order to minimize an

error function, typically the total sum-of-squared-error (rss) of the oufput. The back

propagation algorithm is used to train the multilayer percept'on.

4"4.3 T'he Back Fnopagatüon .Algonithml

Back propagation has been developed as a method of a'aining multi-layer, feed

forward networks to map a set of inputs to a desired set of outputs. The structure of a

two layer network is shown in Figure 4.3.
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The mapping of input vectors to output (or target) vectors is specified by a desired

activation state for each unit (or node) in the network. The input and output of the

network corresponds to the activation state of each node in the input and ouþut layer,

respectively. Learning is done by iæratively adjusting the coupling strengths betrveen

each unit (v and o shown in Figure 4.3) of consecutive layers to minimize the difference

between the actual oulput state vector and the desired state vector. During the learning

process, an input state vector is presenæd and propagaæd forward to deærmine the

ouÞut signal. The output and target vectors are compared which results in a difference or

error signal that is propagatedbackútrough the nenvork in order to adjust the coupling

strengths or weíghts. t}lris back propagatíon of error effectively teaches the network the

relationship between the input and output vectors.

The general formula for the activation function of each unit in the network (except

input units whose activation is equal to the input vector) is given by the sigmoid function :

a¡(w,bias,a,)= t
-ly" (,uo,)+a,^,)

l+g \.Hët 'J

(4.1)

where:

wi = strengÍh of coupling between unit j and unit í in the previous layer

ai = activation of unit i in the previous layer

bias , = threshold or bias of unit i
N = ûotal number of units in previous layer.

The bias is like a coupling to a unit having full activation and it is neated just like w.

Consider the two layer network shown in Figure 4.3, which consists of 4 input units (.r), 3

hidden units (y) and 3 output units (z). The activarion for a hidden unit is,
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! ¡ = a.¡(v,bias,,x)

and, for an output unit,

z, = a,(a,bías¡,!)

where

v = shength of couplings between layer x and y, and

ol = stength of couplings between layer y and z.

The erro¡ function, E, measures the performance of the network. E is defined as

, =+Ë,Ë (,,,-,,,)' Ø.2)
L c=l j=l

where

c = index for each input patærn,

lú" = number of input patt€rns ,

j = index for output units,

N¡ = no*ber of output units ,

z¡," = àetlvation of output unit j for pattern c (actual value), and

t¡," = tatget value of output unitj for pattem c (desired value).

The goal of the back propagation algorithm is to minimize the error, E, through a least-

mean-square (LMS) procedure. To minimize E, each coupling strength, v or o, is

updated by an amount proportional * # o, 
#,respectively.

The partial derivatives of the enor function arc given by [8],
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(4.3)

(4.4)

and

ðE _* AE ðt, èy,

4",- - ,t"A, Ar, N.

*= ''(t-'')'"

# = y,(1- y,)xo.

The factor (r, -t,)r,(r- r,) occurs in both -11 *u 3:l wnicrr indicares that thisdú)¡ dv,"

factor is propagaæd backwa¡d from ttre ouþut layer to the hidden layer.

Now that the derivative of E is defined, any weight in the network is updated

according to the following rule [8]:

Åo,o(s+l) =-tå[#)o*',t,t (4.s)

and

Âv*(s + 1) = .å[#) + arv,-(,) (4.6)
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where

s = sweep numkr or number of times all cases have been presenæd
(updating occurs afær all cases have been presenæd),

I = constant learning rate, and
c[ = momentum factor or relative contribution of the previous change in the

coupling strength.

This method has been implemenæd in sofnva¡e to process the laser data retrieved

during a scan across an object. It provides a means to teach the MLP network to identify

a pattern of range values corresponding to a particular object. The sof¡vare witl be

discussed fi¡rther in the following section.

4.4.4 Eac[< FnopagaÉiora Softwane

The back propagation method described in section 4.4.3 is implernenæd through the

bp sofnvare pro$am included with [8]. This program can be used on an IBM pC

compatible computer running MS-DOS or a SUN workstation running UNX or SunOS.

The program was modified in order to make it compatible with the QNX operating system

and the Warcom C compiler used for the on-line robot controller.

The program requires three user-prepared ñles before it can be executed. These are

the templaæ file (*.tem), the network file (*.net) and the start up file (*.str). In addition, a

pattern file is needed to specify the input-output vectors required during taining. Upon

completion of training, the network weights can be stored for later recall during æsting.

The reader is referred to reference [8] for a compleæ description of the format of these

files as well as many sample problems.

The program is menu driven and it allows on-line modification of several network

parameters during training. The display can b tailored to meet cusûom requirements

through specification of the template flle. The most impoÍant parameter during Eaining is
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the total-summed-squared elror, rss. This is a measure of how well the nefwork is capable

of mapping all the input vectors !o their corresponding ouÞuts for each taining set. The

tss parameter is displayed on screen and it is updaæd constantly, during taining, to

indicate the performance of the training. During a typical t'.aining run, the important

parameÛers displayed include the patærn number, tss, pss, nepoch, the input vector, the

tårget output and the network's actual ouÞut or activation at the ouþut layer. Thepss

refers to each individual pattern's summed-squared-error, as opposed ûo /ss which is a

summation over all patterns in the Eaining set. CIhe set of all patærns is known as an

epoch.) The nepoch parameter indicaæs the number of tinues all patterns have been

presented to the network during training. Each pass of all patúerns (one epoch)results in

an update of all nework weights by using the method descrikd in section 4.4.3.

The back propagation method suffers from long training times beæause of slow

convergence inherent to gradient descent algorithms 134,351. Training was done off-Iine

on a SIIN 4 and HP-9000 workstation. When the network converged to within a

reasonable error limit, determined by the maximumpss for the current epoch,the network

weights were saved to a file and then poræd to the robot's contol sysfem for subsequent

testing. Thus, the robot's controller is not responsible for n'aining the network. With a

multi-tasking operating system, on-line training is possible although very time consuming

with the current hardware capabilities. Plug-in, DSP based, floating point processor

boards accessible by the robot control softwa¡e may provide one option to make on-line

training possible.

This concludes a brief overview of the MLP network and the training method used

in this work. The following chapær details its implementation in relation to a laser based

object recognition application. Several methods have been developed recently [33,34] to

improve the performance of the back propagation atgorithm which generally suffers from
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slow training times which make real-tirne implementation di¡Êficult These rnethods are

beyond the scope of the thesis although they show considerable potential for improving

the back propagation method's effectiveness as a MLP learning æchnique.
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5.1 Xr¡Énoducfüorn

A new method of object recognition has been developed by using the sensor

described in section 4.2 and the flexible robot controller outlined in Chapters 2 and 3. The

transparent robot control software is inægraæd with an ANN routine to collect and

intelpret the pattern of range dat¿ from the laser sensor. In addition to recognition ( i.e.

identification of a randomly located, previously unhrown object), a measurement is made

of the object's location and orientation. This measurement is needed to achieve the

ultimate goal of manipulating the object with the robot's end-effector. ANNs are used for

the initial recognition and subsequent measurement of orientation. Details will be

presented in this chapter followed, in Chapær 6, by a discussion of the experimental

results.

The object recognition method developed here can be divided into the two main

functions of object identification as well as measurement of the object's position and

orientation. When an object has been identified, a pre-deærmined method of approach

and grasp can be utilized (assuming that sophisticaæd methods of tactile sensing are

unavailable) ûo make the task of manipulating a randomly locaæd object possible. The

measurçment of an object's position, in addition to recognition, is absolutely necessary if

74
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objects are in an unstructured environment. i.e. placed randomly s/ithin the robot's

workcell.

Recognition is the first sæp towards manipulating unknown objects within the

robot's work space. Identification must be made before a suit¿ble approach can be found

ûo the næasurement of position. Only planar objects are considered fimr These objecs

are all assumed to have uniform thickness, although their shapes vary in complexity. The

proposed method uses a gipper mounted, laser sensor and simple robot scan paths to

accomplish the recognition and position measurement task. This approach allows the

sensor to be mounæd easily on any robot. The cost of the laser sensor is approximaæly

$ 2850 and a standard A-to-D inærface card is about $ 500. A typical vision system may

cost between $ 3000 and $ 5000 which excludes the cost of the software. Although

component costs are similar, the laser system provides further advantages such as ease of

use, size, mounting ¿urangement and overall system complexity which requires far less

atæntion compared with typical vision systems. The sensor does not require a structured

lighting arrangement for its operation. In fact, it can even operate in compleúe da¡kness, if
so required. Unlike vision systems, it can reach a¡eas within machines and assembly cells

wherein adequaûe lighting cannot h guaranteed. The comp¿rct size makes it possible to

mount the sensor on a robotic grippr without reducing the paytoad significantly. Before

discussing the methds used to recognize and measure an object's location, the data

acquisition system will be described next

5"2 Ðafa ^Acquisñtüona

The laser sensor, introduced in Chapter 4, provided range dat¿ in the form of an

analog signal. The range data must be converted into a digrtal format for further analysis
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by the ANN routines. Standard PC based, A+o-D data acquisition hardware was used to

inærface with the laser outputs.

The precise end effecúor positions (or joint positions) during a scan path was

necessary in order ûo correlate the sensor's output with its Caræsian position. This was

required for object identiñcation and the measurement of an object's centroidal position

based upon a 2-D image (threshold range dat¿ versus {X,Y} position of the object). This

requirement alone precluded the use of most commercial robot controllers which are

incapable of communicating high speed, real-tirr¡e information about the joint's positions to

peripheral equipment To deærmine an object's angular position, range data was needed

only as a function of time. Precise sensor læations were found on-line by storing all five

joint positions and the laser's ouþut into random access memory GAM) during a scan

and then post-processing the data to determine precise taser {X,YJ coordinates and

threshold range daø. Moreover, many tasks were executed during a scan period and each

task required significant CPU resources so that the most efficient method of position

retrieval was to store the joint data into random access memory (RAM). Joint dat¿ was

retrieved at the completion of the scan for further processing. The analog laser out¡luts

were sampled at 250Hzand they were synchronized wittr the position sampling frequency

of the rotary encoders located on each robot joint.

At the beginning of a scan, five blocks of memory were allocated ûo store each

joint's position and another block was used for the laser dat¿. Depending on the size of

available memory, only a restricæd number of positions could be sûor,ed for any scan.

Fortunaûely, unlike commercial robot controllers, a PC based conEoller can economically

provide suffrcient memory for retaining detailed images. At every sampling instant" each

joint position, read from the motion control inærface card, and the laser's range output,

read from the ADC card, was stored in separaæly allocaæd memory btocks. .After the
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sc¿m was compleûed, a forward kinematic transformation was performed to convert the

joint positions to Cartesian positions. The data was then in the fonn of the sensor's {X,YI

position versus object range at every sampling instant

To simplify the process of finding part edges during the scan, the binary output of

the laser sensor was used insæad of the analog output. The laser sensor will produce a

binary output when the range value exceeds a certain threshold value. The threshold value

is select¿ble by using settings contained in the laser sensor circuiny. The binary output

acted as a swiæh which was turned off or on depending upon the threshold range setting

of the sensor. The threshold range setting was g¡pically set at a distance corresponding to

a few millimeters above the working surface and the control line then switched a 5 volt

output on the ADC input channel. The swiæh was on when the range values were

measured beyond the threshold and it was off when the range values were within the

threshold distance. This scheme resulted in much more accurate and easily exnacæd edge

patterns compared with a true analog output from the sensor. However, it provided only

a binary picture of the scene rather than a rue 3-D image. The laser's linear mnge ouqput

was very sensitive to the angle at which an object was scanned, or, the orientation of the

laser relative ûo the scanned object. The incident and reflecæd beams should be broken

simultaneously for an accurate measurement of the range, otherwise, the analog ouþut

may exprience high amplitude signal fluctuations. The binary output does not suffer from

this problem and, for this reason, it was used in this study. More attention must be made

to filtering the analog range output, the subject of future worh before it is suitable for

accurate recognition and position measurement. To illustrate the difference between the

two laser ouq)uß, Figure 5.2 compares (a) the binary ouþut, and O) the analog ftmge

output for a single scan across a 38 mm x 38 mm squarc block locaúed at the different

angularpositions shown in Figure 5.1. The square objectprotruded approximaæly 15 mm
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fr'om the table surface and above the threshold distance set on the sensor. The laser's

output was sampled at 250Hzand the path velocity was approximately 25 mm/sec.

Figure 5.2(a) shows a much sharpr edge discontinuity during the laser scan, a direct

result of using the binary output which provided only two states ( 0V and 5V). Using the

analog ouq)uL the edge and, more importantly, the time at which the edge was reached,

was less obvious and more difficult to deærmine accurately, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b).

Figure 5. 1. Single laser pass over a square block which was used while sampling the
laser ouçuts ( plotted in Figures 5.2 (a) and (b) )

The task of recognizing and measuring an object's position.was divided into two

separate sub-tasks. Each sub-task required a different methodology, although both use

neural networks to achieve their goal. The object recognition procedure required much

more data, in the form of a2-D binary image, than object position and orientation

measurements. Each sub-task is described in ttre following section.
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Figure 5.2. H,ge deæction of the square shape with a single pass
using (a) the binary outpur and O) the analog output for four

angular positions

5"3 Recogmtfüora of Fnaman Ohjecfs

Recognition of any planar object must be independent of the object's orientation (in

this case rotation about its vertical axis). A similar method to the one described in [3] was
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used to calculaæ rotation invariant, feature values for object recognition by employing

neural networks. A feature value vector (FVþ was used as the input to the back

propagation neural network. From a2-D image, f (x,y,r), a feature value s(r,z) was

found from

s(r,z) = Ior,rf 
(r,t,z)d.xdy

where

D(r)={G,y),r'<x, +y, <(r+a)'} ,

(s.1)

(s.z)

a = constant annular separation distance (in radial direction),

x, !, z = scan area coordinates corresponding to robot's world coordinate frame,

f6J ,z) = image value at location ¿ y, and z ( z is fixed in this case ), and

r - polar coordinate corresponding to position {¡, y}.

This method inægrated the scene data obtained with respect to a polar coordinate

frame, D(r,), such that the center of the frame was located at the image's centroid. This,

effectively, provided a feature value ( i.e. an integration of binary image values ) based

upon annular sections locaæd radially \Mithin the image. If the center of the polar

coordinate systÊm used for the integration was set at the object's centroid within the

image, the feature value would always be independent of the objeæt's rotation.

The method required the robot to perform a scan with the laser fixed in a horizontal

plane above the object ( 65 mm above the working surface ), as illustraæd in Figure 5.4

(a). The height of 65 mm was chosen arbirarily although it must þ within the

measurement range of the sensor (less than 140 mm and greaær than 60 mm). trt must

also þ greater than the thickness of any object being scanned to avoid collisions. An
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identical path was chosen for scanning atl objects lyrng within the scan area. A ng-zag

type of robot path, chosen for its effective scan area coverage and ease of programming,

was used to scan all objects. Other types of paths were tested, includ.ing a spiral path and

a purely horizontal and vertical path (ie. along lines of constånt r md y) with short jogs at

the end of each scan to position the sensor for completing the next ft'averse. These types

of paths were more difficult to program, requiring m¿ury more positions to properly define

their shape, and did not improve scan area coverage compared with the ag-zagpath. Five

different objects were chosen to evaluate ttre object recognition method. They included a

Figure 5.3. Planar shapes (and corresponding object number) used for object
recognition experiments (not to scale)

square, a triangle with rounded edges, a recøngle with 5 holes drilled through its mid-

section, a small pliers and an object with contours on the boundary in the shape of a duck.

The objects ranged in size and complexity and they were all planar parts having a constant

thickness. These object's are shown in Figure 5.3.

The robot manipulator positioned the laser sensor directly above the working

surface at a fixed height and apredetermined starting position. Ang-zagpath, illustraûed

Trianglo

ô

4..^

R€c{sngl€
with Hol€s

Square

ffiffi
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in Figure 5.4(a), was used to generate the image. This path encompassed the enti¡e field

of view (or scan area), in this case a square having a plan view of 128 x 128 mrn

During the execution of the path, the joint positions and laser output were read every 4 ms

and stored in memory. The scan path illush'aæd in F'igure 5.44a) provided a very coarse,

line scan image of the square object shown in Figure 5.4(b). The number of scans across

the part was varied in both directions to deærmine an optimal number of crossíngs for a

reasonably accurate recognition of a broad range of object shapes. Initially, 17 crossings

were used in each direction, to give a total of 34 scans, for the part shown in Figure 5.4

O). A trade-off occurred in defining the number of scans needed to recognize objects.

Fewer scans can be executed more quickly but they provided a low resolution image

which made it difñcult to recognize similar objects with small, distinguishing features that

scan area

v
Robot World Coordinates @ Path Node Points

Robot (aser) Path

Figure 5.a. (a) Low resolution object recognition scan path and (b) resulting 2-D
rmage

o)(a)
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would not appeff in the image. FIowever, increasing the number of scans to provide better

resolution ûook more time for the robot to complete and would render the method

impractical. Path speed of traversal by the robot and laser was also an important factor

and it was related directly to the sampling rate of the joint position encoders, fixed at 250

Hz. As the robot's path speed was increased, the laser range data resolution along the

path degraded because sampling the laser's output must coincide with the sampling raæ of

the encoders ( a fixed value) in order to correlate actual joint positions with the laset's

output. Poor laser data resolution along the path resulted in inconsistent edge detection

patterns. Therefore, a balance was needed between image resolution, scan time and path

speed in order to provide a practical recognition system with current hardware

capabilities. Forn¡naæly, the maximum path sped and acceleration the robot was capable

of reaching before excessive vibrations occurred (approximaæty 50 mm/s at an

acceleration of 500 mrr/s^ ) provided satisfactory edge deæction patterns. After several

(a) O)
Figure 5.5. High resolution line scan image of (a) a duck, and O) a square
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tests, the image resolution was increased to a ûotal of 98 laser scans across the scan field,

49 in each of the robot's globalX and ldirections, which required approximately 35 s to

complete. This resolution provided feature value patterns for each of the objects shown in

Figure 5.3 ttrat adequately reflecæd their individual, distinguishing features. As a result,

the high resolution scan path ( 98 scans) was chosen for all recognition tests used to asses

the performance of the recognition method. Figures 5.5 (a) and O) illush'are the resulting

2-D line scan image of two other shapes, shape 1 and shape 2 of Figure 5.3, using this

high resolution path.

Afær aZ-D line-scan image was generaæd (as shown in Figures 5.5(a) and (b)), the

FW was calculated, using equation (5.1), which was independent of an object's rotation

about the vertical. Equation (5.1) effectively inægrates over the function (or object's

image value) along a radius, r, in order to provide a rotation invariant value [3]. This

method is analogous ûo summing individual image values within annular sub-sections

rdrdÙ of constant width (a = L mm) as shown in Figure 5.6. (Noæ: Figure 5.6 shows a

very coarse representation of annula¡ sections and sub-sections for illustative purposes.)

An image varae,f(x,y,z,), is either I or 0, depending on the value of the laser's binaty

output sampled during the scan. (All subsections shown in Figure 5.6 ttrat partially or

completely contain a gray image feature would have a value of 1, all others are 0.)

Two integration calculations were performed. During the fîrst inægration, the

object's centroid was calculated (see section 5.3.1). This centoid may, or may not

coincide with the scan area's cennoid. The center of D(r) defîned by relation (5.2) where

r = 0, was set to the scan area's centroid during the first inægration calculation.

Therefore, the calculated FVV may not be rotationally invariant A second inægration

was performed by setting the center of D(r) ûo ttre image's centoid calculaæd during the

first inægration. (See section 5.3.1.) As an example, for a planar shape like a square,
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which produced essentially aZ-D or binary image regardless of the analog range or binary

output used, the feature value would b constant within a circle inscribed within the

square and then drop towards zero at the outer corners of the square, as shown in Figure

5.7.

The FW was found by flrst generating a data file of laserposition {;ry} as well as

the corresponding range values from the scan path. The scan path was in a horizont¿l

plane at a fixed height above the working surface in order ûo keep the threshold, distance

setting fÏxed relative to the scan area's working surface. The data was converæd to polar

coordinates (r,0) with the origin set to the scan a¡ea's centroid and soræd according to

ascending radius values by using the ståndârd qsort} function in the C library. This

conversion increased the speed at which the FW was calculated bcause ttre data file was

in the order in which the calculation proceeded. The image valae,f(x,y,z), was not a

continuous but rather a discrete function. Therefore, the inægration in equation (5.1)

must be discretized by separating the image into small areas. Each annula¡ section had a 1

mm width (i.e. dr = a = I mm ) which was divided further inúo angular subsections,

creating small sub-areas (dA) of constant size (set at nf2-m2). The sub-a¡ea's size was

chosen to provide a rapid yet accurat€ calculation of the FVV, which required

approximaæly 5 s to compuæ. Smaller sub-areas resulæd in little improvement, although

a larger area significantly reduced the accu¡acy of the inægration. In addition, a larger

inægration area, dA, would provide a better FW pattern but would. also degrade the

resolution of the image during the integration procedure. The inægration calculation

required that, for each individrral sub-area (dA), the dat¿ file b searched to verify if any

binary output values equal to I were found in this region. If one was found, it was added

to the total feature value for the annular section.
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If no range value was found within a sub-area (ie. the scan path did not pass through

the region), the sub-area's feature value was set to zero and contributed nothing to the

overall featu¡e value of the annular section. Figure 5.7 itlustraæs the FW patt€rn for all

five objects of Figure 5.3. Each object's curve in Figure 5.7 includes a FW pattern for

varying rotations about the object's centroid using the high resolution path of 98 laser

Figure 5.6. Feature value calculation for rotation invariance with square object
locaæd at scan field's cennoid ( x,y = 0,0 )

scans. The fluctuations in the graph are caused by the coarse scan path, in that, binary

values were available only along the scan path, which did not pass through every sub-area

enclosing an image value (f6l,z) = l). A five point moving average was used to smooth

the dat¿ before developing the FW pattern for neural network training. This smoothing

provided a much more repeat¿ble FW pattern for each object and decreased the amount

of network training required. See Chapær 6 for further details.

The integration procedrue was implemented in sofnvare as a post-præessing routine

after the scan path was completed. The software routine calculaæd a FW for 91 annular
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sections, each I mm in width, which encompassed a region of 192 mm in diameter

corresponding ûo the largest radial line of the scan area ( i.e. the diagonal of the square

scan area).

0.2

0.1

0

4050
Radius (mm)

Figure 5.7. Feature value chart for the five shaps used during recognition æsts

An important point to be made from Figure 5.7 is that repeated plots for each shape,

corresponding !o several angular positions, are almost identical. Hence the feature value

was rotationally invariant The pattern recognition capability of ANNs was used to

identify the feature value patûern for each object, and, because each pattern was

independent of rotation, recognition lvÍrs possible regardless of orientation. The only

requirement for accurate object recognition was that different objects must have unique

pattern features in their FVV. Each shape in Figure 5.7 has a unique hend in its FW plot

which satisfied this requiremenl
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The MLP network was used to classify the laser data in order to recognize various

object shapes. The laser image retrieved was, in fact,2-D at this point because a threshold

range was used to provide a binary picture (i.e. object features were either above or below

the threshold range creating a ki-lo image). This method provided a new approach ûo the

recognition problem by using a simpler sensor system with far less scene information

compared úo a typical vision systÊm. This required less sophisticaæd support hardware

and fasær image processing. Experirnental results a¡e discussed further in Chapûer 6.

5"3.3. Meas¡¡ne¡ner¡t of an Object's FosÍÉåon

The sampled daø(x andy values versus range) found in the high æsolution

recognition scan used to develop the FW pattern was also employed to calculate an

object's franslational displacemenl The first inægration performed in equation (5.1)

required that D(r) be located at the center of the scan area. This would result in a

rotationally invariant FVV pattern only if the object's centroid coincided with the scan

area's centroid. During the fust integration, the object's cent'oid was calculaæd from the

image value,/(.r,y,z), data by using the standard equations [36] :

IV

X4*,
¡=F and

ä¿
i=1

iV

X¿v,
-- i=lv-T

X+
i=l

(s.3)

where Ai corresponds to the subsection area represenûed by rdrdï @ig 5.6), and

4,y, is the location of the centroid of 4 .

The calculation of the cenfroid proved to be an accurate measurement, within

* 5 mm, of an object's ftanslational displacement in actual æsts despiæ ttre relatively low
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resolution line scan image used to rcpresent the shap. If the object's cenroid, {x,y}, did

not coincide with the scan area's cenft'oid used during the first inægration calculation,

another integration was perforrned by setting the location of r = 0 n D(r) of equation (5.1)

to correspond to the newly calculated cent'oid. In this way, the FW pattem was

identical for any position of the object within the scan field" This invariance was very

imporønt because an object can now be identified anywhere within the scan area,

whereas, a FVV pattern was needed only for one location to train the neural network.

This allowed a simple means of introducing new shapes into the network's pattern set,

thereby increasing the model base of recognizable objects.

5.4 Eletenr¡¡ümatËom of am @h.fectus Oråer¡tatüom

The recognition method discussed in section 5.3 accomplished two main tasks: (i)

identification of a randomly placed previously trained object and (ü) subsequent

measurement of its centoidal location. To properly grasp an object, the object's angular

position must also be known in order to reorient the gripper. A second laser scan was

used, in the same horizontal plane above the object as the recognition scan, to deærmine

the object's orientation. The following method was developed for angular position

measurement by using ANNs.

A simple, 3-pass scan was used to generÍìte an input pattern for each angular

position required for naining. This necessitated an accurate means of locating objects at

precise angular positions in order to develop a suitable training pattem set representative

of all possible orientations. The experimental set-up used to collect training dat¿ is shown

in Figue 5.8.

To develop an accurate set of naining values for the rræasurement of orientation , a

rotåry plaform was used to position each object at precisely defined angular locations. A
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stepper motor, with a resolution of 1.8o, was used for angular positioning. A circular

plaform was mounted on the moûor shaft to hold each part during training.

Figure 5.8. Experimental set up for angular position control used to
collect raining data

The whole process of collecting training data for an object positioned at va¡ious

angular locations has been automated in sofnvare, an integral part of the robot confoller.

A sub-menu of the robot's main control software (Figure 3.4) initiates the training (and

testing) process.

The operator enters the following data to begin taining:

ø scan path file to be used ( recognition or measurement type),

e number of angular positions to be recorded, and

' angular position increment (a multiple of 1.Bo).
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'When all necessary information has been entered, the robot begns executing the

scan path and sampling the laser output. When the scan has been compleæd, the sensor

data is post-processed to generate an input pattern vector for the cruïent angular position

(or target ouÞut). The sæpper motor rotatres the object and the process is repeaæd.

Figure 5.9 illustraûes the scan path used on a square object. Unlike the recognition

scan, described in section 5.3, joint position data was not needed to develop the input

pattern vector for the ANN. This method simply identified the time at which the outer

edge of the object was reached during each pass and generated a pattern file based on

these edge deæction time histories. Therefore, only binary ouþut data was required as a

function of time during the scan. The data was processed afær the scan to identify the

times f7 - /5 , Íts shown in Figure 5.9. The scan geomebry was similar for all shapes,

xA
l_*.v

Figure 5.9. Scan path to deærmine an object's orientation
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differing only in ttre -r position of the frst and last pass and total width of the scan, which

was di¡ectly proportional to the object's size. The center of the scan path þoint o in

Figure 5.9) coincided with the scan area's cenn'oid during n'aining. A pass consisæd of

three sweeps of the laser across the object along a line of constant -r (segment s a,, c, and e

in Figure 5.9). The instants, tl - ts,were the basis for the input vector used for training

the neural network which ultimaæly provided a measurement of the angular position.

These time instants were identified by a sofnvare routine which locaæd the point of abrupt

change in the sensor's output to indicaæ that the edge of the object was found. The time

inst¿nts were then recorded.

The training procedure is described by the following sequence:

1. The object was placed on the rotary plafonn with its centroid coinciding with the

platform's axis of rotation and at a known anguta¡ position (arbitrarily set at 0o ).

Then the robot positioned the sensor above the starting point at a fixed height

above the object. This height, as discussed earlier, was set approximaæly 65 mm

above the plaform's surface.

2. Ttre robot executed the specified path, accord.ing to the type of object identified,

and began sampling the binary output of the laser sensor and storing all data in

memory.

3. Afær the scan was completed, the robot then returned to the starting position and

the stored birary ouþut data was processed to identify the times f7 through f5 .

These times were stored in a data file, which eventually became the file for training

the neural network.

4. The robot conftoller signaled the sæpper to advance a user specified, angular step

(a multiple of 1.8") and the process was repeated.
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5. Training was compleæd when a desired number of angular positions were scanned

This number depends on the symmehry of the part. For example, a square is

unique over 90o, a rectangle over L80o and an odd shaped part over a full 360o.

As a result, symmetrical objects required fewer training positions and a smaller

neural network training data file.

Afær generating the pattern file for a part, the file was presenæd to the network as a

set of input pattern vectors, each vecûor representing a different angular position. Training

continued off-line. Each input pattern vector had a corresponding target output which

was directly proportional to the angular position. The back propagation procedure

required that all target ouþut activation staûes lay benveen 0 and 1. Therefore, the target

oulput depended upon the range of the angular positions used during the scan. The

following equations were used to identify the desired output value for a given range of

unique angular positions (assuming 1.8o angular increments):

' 360o range corresponded to 200 outputs of o = S 0.0 + n(.00S)
æ0

' 1 80o range conesponded to 100 ouþurs of , = fl O. O o n(. 01)
r=0

' 90o range correspondedro 50 ourpurs of o=ËO.O +n(.02) .

æO

(s.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

Figure 5.10 illustrates the input pattern generaæd for the square by using the four

inputs, t1, t2, t4 and /5 . The input value to the network was directly proportional to the

actual scan times found during data acquisition. The pattern number corresponded to each

angular position scanned during training, where pattern p000 = 0o, p001 = 1.8o, ... etc..
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The curves in Figure 5.10 show the va¡iation of the network's input vectors throughout

the angular orientation range of a part (0-90"). It was important that the variation in the

network's input pattern vector be unique for all angutar positions so that training

converged to an accurate solution.

Square
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Pattern Number

Figure 5.10. hrput pattern variation for a square
rotated through 90 degrees using the scan path shown in Figure 5.9

For good accuracy, the training procedure required many thousands of iterations

depending on the number of input patterns and the variations between each input vector.

Training was done off-line on a SUN 4 and HP-9000 workstation as a background process

requiring, in some cases, 2 tD 3 hours of training. The proposed method, in particular,

required a grcat deal of training because the network must þ capable of distinguishing

between very similar input vectors representing each angula¡ position. Once training rvas

complete, the network's weight file was sûored in the robot control system's memory.

During actual robotic tests, the object was scanned, an input pattern was generated and a

network outpui was found using the proper weight file. Network access at this stage,
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known as the test phase, occurred very rapidly ( in real-time) providing an imrnediaûe

measurement of the objecCs angular position. The experirrental results are outlined in

Chapær 6 for four of the five shapes used during recognition testing.

This method provided a unique set of patterns for any orientation of the object.

One important advantage was that the method was independent of the object's shape or

size. Sampling occurred at such atatÊ that the timing for the deæction of edges was

unique for each position. This, of course, was also a function of the path speed during the

scan. The 3-pass scan was executed at a very slow speed (approximaæly 10 mm/sec)

because of the limitations in sampling the ADC card through software. The ADC card

used to sample the analog laser ouþut did not have adequate DMA @irect Memory

Access) capabilities which necessitated software based sampling. This limited the

sampling frequency to250 Hz, in order to be synchronized with the sampling rate of the

joint positions. Sampling at a higher speed tended to slow down all other control relaæd

tasks, running concunently, and degraded the performance of the position control systerrr

At ttris relatively low sampling frequency, the robot's path speed had to be decreased in

order to provide enough resolution along the scan line so that important object features,

such as edges (i.e. time inst¿nts /7 through f5 ), could be found. DMA would allow much

higher sampling rates because sampled data nansfers to memory do not depend on CpU

resources, but rather, occur during CPU idle states thereby appearing tansparent to

currently executing processes. This type of data transfer can occur at much higher raûes

than 250 Hz (the sampling frequency used in this work), and would provide better

resolution along the laser scan path allowing the robot ûo move faster.

Orientation training was far more demanding and tirne consuming than recognition

training although the orienøtion results provided a significant improvement compared

with previous ANN applications in robotics [3], which werc concerned onty with object
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recognition. In an unsft'uctured robotic environment, recognition must be supplemenæd

with object location measurement before a practical application can be considered.
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6"3. ls¡tnodsnaúåom

Studies were conducted to assess the performance of the object recognition system

and the methodology proposed for the measurement of position and orientation. The first

sæp involved collecting the training data (pattern files for recognition and orientation

measurement) for a variety of objects. The objects shown in Figure 5.3 were chosen to

represent a variety of sizes and shapes of varying complexity and not be constrained to

simple objects. For the method developed, the most important parameter to consider is

the object's uniqueness, compared with other objects to be recognized., in developing a

network input patærn. Therefore, complicaæd shapes containing holes, slots, complex

contours, eæ. should be easier to recognize because they would produce unique patúerns.

On the other hand, recognizing similar shapes should be more demanding because they

require betær resolution in order to distinguish their differentiating features.

Before presenting the experimental results, several assumptions were made.

' Objects were situated on a flat surface and have a uniform thickness. They were

locaæd compleûely within ttre working envelope or, more specifically, within the

scanning area of the robot.

' . Position misalignments were allowed only in the Xl plane of the manipulator.

' Rotational misalignments were only about the vertical (Z) axis.
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@ The inherent compliance in the robot's end effector will allow a degree of object

misalignment. This reduces the accuracy needed for grasping operations.

e.g.z two-fingered gripper will tend to'align' the object during closure.

6"2 WxpenimeraÉaå SeÉ-{.Ip fon Netwonk T'naåminag

Network training involved presentation of input-ouþut pairs and generating a

suitable relationship. Training data should provide an accurate representation of the

measured inputs corresponding to the desired output in order to give correct results

during the test phase. This was most important for the rotational measurement of an

object. For example, if an input naining pattern was collected for an object positioned at,

say, 45o and the object was actually at 50o, then during the test phase a pattern generated

for the object locaæd at 45o would result in an inaccurate network ouþut. Furthermore,

more input patterns were needed, compared with recognition training, because the

network output must change with small changes in the input pattern corresponding to a

new angular position.

Object recognition, on the other hand, required only a small subset of all possible

patterns ( one {x,y} location and several angular positions depending on the symmety of

the part) without regard to precise location. Training data was necessary only at one

location, typically the scan field's cenftoid Several angular positions were also included

because the FW patterns for each of the objects shown in Figure 5.7 were not identical at

each angular position. Therefore, additional positions ( as many as one or two) were used

to provide a betûer representation of all possible input patterns that may be collecæd

during subsequent testing.

The distinction between recognition and measurement was also made üo reduce the

úotal number of training samples rcquircd ûo properly identify and læate an object. It may
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be conceivable, from the analysis of the MLP network presenæd in Chapûer 4, that

ft'aining might involve presenting every possible configuration of each object and

developing an accurate transformation in order to identify and calculate position. This

would have been very inefficien! requiring exn'emely long training times, assuming that

network training would, indeed, converge. Hence, two separate procedures were used to

provide a fully functional object recognition system, each exploiting the power of ANNs in

a unique way.

Training values were developed by using the rotåry plaform, described. in section

5.4, to collect edge detection patterns at various positions. When all angular positions had

been scanned, an output training file was generaæd which contained a set of all the input

pattern vectors and target oulput values. This ñle was used for off-line training of the bp

network software, outlined in section 4.3.4.

For object recognition, significantly fewer training samples were required for each

object and precise angular positioning was not needed. kr this case, the tårget ouÞut

vector was the same for any location of the object because the goal was rotation and

position invariant recognition. Generation of the input pattern vector for recognition

faining was slower than orientation training bcause post-processing required the

calculation of the feature value vecûor (FW) afær each scan. The calculation used the

method described in section 5.3.

6"3 Recogmåtioxl R.es¡¡lts

The five objects shown in Figure 5.3 were used to test the method of object

recognition describd in Chapter 5. Their shapes va¡ied in complexity from very simple

(square, triangle) to complex (duck, pliers). In order to train the network to recognize

these different objects, each object was scanned at various angular positions ûo provide a
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representative baining subset of all possible configurations. As outlined in section 5.3, a

feature value vector (F\rÐ was calculated for each pattern within the naining set. This

vector was used as the input pattern to the MLP network.

A MLP network having 91 input units, 20 hidden units and 5 output units ( one

output unit per object ) was used for classification of the objects. The number of input

units corresponded to the number of annular sections used to calculaæ the FW. The size

of the network was deærmined experirrrcntally and not through any standard procedure.

The number of hidden units (HU) had a significant effect on network training because it

conn'olled the rate of convergence. If the number of HU was too small, the nenvork

would not converge to an accurate solution. A target output value of 1.0 was used for the

output node number colresponding to the object's classifïcation number (1 through 5),

shown in Figure 5.3. All remaining tårget values were set to 0.0. Figure 6.1 illustrates the

Eaining results for object identification. This figure indicates that the net$/ork converged

to an accuraæ solution within 2500 training cycles. The fss parameter, a dirnensionless

quantity, was a good indicator of convergence although its actual value, which depended

on the number of training pattems in the data file, was not important. Training continued

until the network produced an output of at least 0.9 for the correct output node and 0.0

for all other nodes for each input patærn. This result indicaæd a strong classification and

a sufficient rnapping of the input to the desired output, which was tested in subsequent

trials. Object identification rates and snength of recognition are shown in Figure 6.2.

Table 6.1 lists several angularpositions used with the rotary pladomr, whereas Table 6.2

gives those angles used for each object during recognition taining.
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Figure 6.1. Training results for object recognition

Table 6.1. Angular positions used during testing

Table 6.2. Angular positions included in the feature value pattern naining set

STIAPE ANGI.JLAR. POSMION [,ABET,

1. Duck A1 A3 L7 A9 Ail At2 413 At4

2. Souare A1 A2 A3 A5

3. Trianele AI
^2

A4 A6 A8

4. Rectanele AI A3
^7

A9 All
5. Pliers AI A3 A7 A9 All Al2 413 414

Angle (o des) 0 27 45 54 72 81 90 108 135 162 180 225 270 315

tr abel A1 L2 A3
^4

A5 A6 N A8 A9 At0 All AI2 413 414
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The recognition results shown in Figure 6.2 indicaæ identification rates for objecs

placed at random tanslational and rotational displacements. Identification tests involved

positioning each object at five different locations within the scan area and at two angular

orient¿tions per position for a total of æn t€sts per object. The results show that the ANN
performed very well for each of the test objects kcause the identification rates are grcarer

than 99.9 Vo in all cases. The snength of the identification was defined as the size of the

network's ouþut value which provided the correct identification result. Recall that during

training, convergence was indicaæd by a súong value ( > 0.90) for the output node

corresponding to the object's identification number and 0.0 for all other nodes. Therefore,

during ûesting, correct identification required that the largest value in the output vector

{ovor,or,oo, a, } corresponded to the object being scanned (i.e. if object number 2 is

scanned, oulput o, should have the largest value). The average sEength of identification

was a measure of the size of this value during testing relative to the size of the other

output values, averaged over a-ll ten tests. In the case of the triangle, the ouþut node

corresponding to the square ofæn showed a slight level of activation ( < 0.1) even though

the output node corresponding to the triangle shape retained the highest level of activation

(and, therefore, a correct identification). This was due ûo their similar FVV patæms and

low image resolution which resulæd in poor rcpearability during the test phase. trf a FW

Pattern lay bnveen ttrose shown in Figure 5.7 for the square and triangle, specifically

between a radius of 21 and 37 mnu the result was usually misidentification (i.e. the square

was mistaken for the niangle and vice-versa). This error in identification can be seen in

Figure 6.3, which illustrates the true feature pattems for a square and triangle (as trained)

along with feature patterns for a misidentified riangle shapes taken in subsequent tests.
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clearly, misidentification was caused by a poor feature pattern, generated after scanning

the triangle during a ûest, and which more closely resembled the square shapes pattern.

Although each shape seemed unique to the human eye, their feature values were similar, as

shown in Figures 5-7 and,6.3. Their only difference was the point at which the FW curve
value drops off for each shape at approxim ately r= 20 mm. one solution ûo this problenr,

other than increasing the line scan image resolution, is a hierarchical identification scheme

involving a second modified F'W pattern calculaæd for similar shaps. For example,

when a fourth moment is used in the integration of equation (5.1), tfre differences

between the square and triangle are amplihed at increasing radial distances from their
centroid. Equation (5.1) would then be in the form:

s (r, z) = [ oç, f (r, !, z)r4 dxdy (6.1)
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The resulting Fvv pattems for the square and u.iangle are shown in Figure 6.4.

30

Rsdius (mm)

Figure 6.3. Feature value patterns of the square and triangle (extracûed from Figure
5.7) including the pattern of a mis-identified triangle taken in later tests
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Figure 6.4. Feature value pattern corresponding to a fourth moment calculation for
the feature value at several angular positions

It must be stressed that the experimental set up, particularly the mechanical robot

arm, suffered from poor repeatability and positional accuracy due to mechanical backlash

at the joints. The amount of backlash at the end effector far exceeded the level allowed, as

reporæd in the mechanical robot's service m¿nual. It was very difficulg if not impossible,

to refieve identical FWs for repeated scans of a stationary object. If the FVV patterns

contained a significant amount of 'noise' (pattem fluctuations), then a much more robust

network was required which was capable of recognizing patterns having a broad range of
input values. In fact, if the 'noise' produced by inaccuracy and low image resolution was

enough to create simila¡ input patterns for different objects, the network could very easily

mis-identify the object, although it did not in this case. However, if good identification, as
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shown here, can b achieved with inaccurate or deficient equipment ( requiring more

E'aining pattÊrns), fa¡ better results can b achieved with superior equipmenr

Commercial, industrial grade, pick-and-place robots would be capable of much better

accuracy and repeatability, improving the performance of the method developed in this

thesis.

6"4 Measålx'enmemt of triemtaÉiom

The next sæp involved a second neural network whose ouqput was a measurement

of the object's orient¿tion or angular position. The method outlined in Section 5.4

required a second 3 pass scan over the object to develop an input pattern vector. A much

smaller input vecúor (ranging from 4 to I input units depending on the object ) was used

which resulted in a smaller sized and faster network However, many more training

patterns were needed if the network was to produce an accurate ouÞut. Early tests

proved that the network did not inærpolaæ well be¡veen widely trained angularpositions

( 5 and 10") during the æst phase and provided inaccu¡ate measuement of angular

position. Therefore, the maximum number of raining patterns were collecæd (every 1.go

in angular position) using the experimental set up described in section 5.4. Furthermore,

the target ouþut was not a simple binary value but, rather, a continuously varying one.

This posed a morc complicaæd problem than recognition because estimation rather than

generalization was required from the network.

Figure 6.5 shows the naining results of nrcasurement tests for each of the five

objects. All the objects were located with their centroid coincident with the scan area,s

cennoid. Training data included patterns generaæd through multiple passes of each object

in order to teach in a variety of possible pattern sets at each angular position. trt was

immediately evident that the numbr of naining cycles required for this problem far out
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numbered that needed for recognition. (See Figure 6.1.) There are two main reasons for

this difference. First, the objective was to deænnine how accurately the network was able

to measure orientation. To do this, an input naining set was generaæd to represent the

maximum angular range consisting of angular positions separaæd by the smallest possible

increment (1.8 ) to be defined by the stepper motot's resolution. Therefore, asymmetrical

objects like the duck and pliers consisted of 200 possible input patærns representing a frrll

360o range. The rectangle required 100 patterns (180o range), 66 patferns were needed

for the triangle (720" range) and 50 patterns for the square (90o range). Each input had a

unique tårget oulput. Therefore, the result was a large input pattern set with small

differences between each patærn and a correspondingly small change between tffget

outputs. This effectively reduced the error gradient computed at each pattern during

taining and caused slow convergence of the hp sofnvare. Secondly, poor repeatability of
the acquired data (mainly due to mechanical robot inaccuracies) required multiple passes

to b included in the training set for each angular position. This added even more input

patterns to the n'aining file but offered a more robust network capable of dealing with

input patúern 'noise' associated with poor repeatability.

Training was complete when the desired orientation angle and the actual angular

output fell within a reasonable tolerance, typically Zta 5 o. Ideally, taining should

continue until zero error remains for the training pattem set, which would result in bener

accuracy during subsequent tests. This requirement was unrealistic in this case because

training times would be extremely long. When the actual output of the network

converged to within 2 to 5o of the target value during training, the measurement results

fell within 2 to 9o of the actual position during subsequent tests. This result is shown in

Figure 6.6. The level of aæuracy achieved was sufficient for proper gipper manipulation,

as outlined in the assumptions given in section 6.1. The total-sum¡rrcd-squared error
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Figure 6.5. Training results for æsting the rot¿tional measurement of each object

parameter (rss) was a good general indicaûor of the network's convergence, although a

further check was re4uired for each patúem to determine how the /ss error was distributed.

At low tsJ values, only a few patûerns wero usually responsible for a majority of the emor,

indicaæd by thepss (pattern-summed.-squared eror) parameter. Training continued until
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¿!l network outputs fetl within 2 to 50 of the target output. In some cases, better error

convergence was achieved (about 2 to 3o) with fewer training cycles, as lvas the case for

the square and triangle' This was a direct function of the number of input patterns used

for training.

The n'aining results indicaæd that the MLP network required a large number of

haining cycles if it was to be used for accurate orientation measurement. The actual

measurernent results, given in Figure 6.6, indicaæd reasonable accuracies, within Z to go tn

all cases.
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6.5 S¡¡Nmxriar"y ofl Ovenaå[ Fenflonx¡¡amce

Artificial neural networls provided an effective form of object recognition and

position measurement. The simple laser sensor, coupled with the mechanical robot arm,

provided an altemative form of 2-D vision that was capable of acquiring image data with

several distinct advant¿ges. The method developed was independent of an object's

complexity and can be adapted easily to 3-D objects. ( The subject of on-going study

within the automation laboratory.) In fact, complicaæd shapes can be learned and

identified much more accurately because of their unique FW patærns. The main

disadvantage lies in the training required, which in this case was done off-line. However,

the method adapts very easily to new objects, achieved by generating further taining. The

relatively low image resolution used currently ( a function of the number of scans across

the object) may lead ûo problems in identifying very similar parts or ones having only

minor differences. More scan passes could be used or, a2-D,line scan, range finder could

be used to retrieve a better 3-D image and provide greater resolution.

The method of angular position measurement was capable of determining

orientation by using a simple scan pass, although the robot's mechanical inaccuracies led to

Iong training times and provided relatively poor accuracy. The mechanical positional

error, measured at the robot gripper, was as high as t 4 mm, a direct result of backlash in

joints 4 and 5, which resulæd in poor repeatability. Furthermore, backlash ænded to

induce vibrations at the end effector during a scan. This method relied on measuring and

comparing edge deæction time histories during the scan, and, as a result, poor

repeatability tended to distort these patterns so that multiple passes were required for the

training set. Using multiple passes in the training set provided a btær represent¿tion of

ttre patærns that would most likely be retrieved during æsting. Although accuracy was
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improved, long n'aining times were required- These mechanical problems are being

addressed currently in the expectation of improving the reliability of the method-

The measurement of an object's orientation proved to be a more demanding problem

than simple object recognition. The network was trained ûo classify similar patrerns into

distinct output regions representing each angular position. This problem is one of

estimation rather than classiftcation [37] because the ouþut values are used as a

measurement tool. In supervised learning methods, such as back-propagation, the power

lies in the ability to recognize noisy or distoræd patterns and classify the input according

to previously tained data. For pure object recognition, only classification is important

and the oulputs take a value of zero or one. However, to provide accurate estimation

capabilities for the measurement of orientation , the output still lies within the range of 0

to 1 but its specific value is relaæd directly to a physical rneasurement of angular position.

This type of ouþut requires many taining samples and longer taining times in order to

improve the generalization property of the nenvork [37].

The æsts performed here assumed random orientations and positions of objects,

and' hence, required the largest taining set possible. If additional constraints were

imposed' for example, t 45o angular misalignment range only, the method would be far

more effective because the training set would be much smaller. Depending on the

application, additional constaints rnay þ imposed with simple fixturing or by the very

nature of the process.
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7.1 Cospcåu¡sioms

Using a rcal-time, multi-tasking oprating systen¡ a flexible robot control system

has been developed and æsted. A standard PC microcomputer was shown to be capable

of controlling a 5 DOF robot manipulator by using modular'C' based software and two

custom developed, motion conûol inærface cards. The sofnva¡e performed Caræsian

path control, individual PD contol compensation, on-line gain adjustment, individual jog
profiles, and included a keyboard-based, teach-mode used to develop robot paths. The

modular archiæcture allowed snaighforward implementation of additional tasks -

including an a¡tificial neural network interface, external stepper motor contol, st¿ndard

VO interface and D-úo-A hardware communication. The overall design is ideal for

integration into an automated work cell where real-time communication with several

processes is crucial. Fu¡thermore, the whole system can be implemenúed, without

mdification, on a system wide, Ethernet or Arcnet based network to provide a means for

cenfralized contol and monitoring.

Using this conh'ol system, an object recognition and measurement system was

developed by using a simple 1-D, laser range finder. A multi-layered neural network

employing back propagation learning was tained offJine to provide the robot with the

ability to recognize a set of objects and, subsequently, measrue theirposition and

orientation. High object identifÏcation rates of not less than 9g Vo wereachieved in most

112
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cases, compleûely independent of position and orient¿tion of the objecr The recognition

method was capable of identifying randomly locaæd parts within the robot's scan area by

using on-line neural network access, assuming these pafts were included previously in the

t'aining set. Translational displacement measurement, by using recognition scan data,

provided measurements within * 5 mm of an object's true centoid.læation. An

automated method of training the network was developed to simplify the process of

introducing new objects into the model base.

Limiæd success was achieved with the orientation measurement method-

Inaccuracies inherent ûo the mechanical system complicaæd the training of the neural

network and significantly decreased the rate of convergence of the back propagation

software. Roøtional accuracies of 2 to 9o were achieved for orientation measurements

alone by employing a simple 3 pass scan over ttre object. Better success can be achieved if
the repeatability and accuracy of the measurenænt system (specifically the mechanical

robot arm) is improved.

The method effectively demonstrates the use of ANNs in a practical application

involving a simple laser sensor. The advanøges of using ttris ryrye of sensor include: (i)

true depth information of the scene to provide a more useful image for robotic

environments, (ii) lighting conditions have no effect, (üi) the sensor's lighnveight and

compact size allows direct mounting to a robot's end-effector, and (iv) simple daø

acquisition interface requiring only standard A+o-D hardware. ANNs provide an effective

means of inúerpreting the sensor data without regard to an object's complexity. processing

time is independent of the object's shape and new parts can be included quickly.
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7"2 Recoxalr¡¡en¡datñon¡s

7.2.3. Roboú Coraúrollen

The control system is limiæd currently to a relatively low sampling frrequency of 250

tlz both through hardware and indirectly, through software consh'aints. The control

software is compleæly responsible for closing the position loop, utilizing the resources of

a single CPU. An IBM PC 486DX,33 MHz machine was capable of performing this rask

in real time with sufficient idle tinrc ûo perform other tasks. However, this sampling rate

resulæd in borderline stability for two of the axes and should be increased. This would

result in an increased damping ratio and betær overall performance. Simila¡ commercial

robots in this class sample joint positions at rates up tol KHz [15]. If the present MCI

card was modified to increase its encoder sampling raûe, the harrdware capability of the

current computer may still be inadequate to perform the conüol task in real time. Two

solutions exisr First, improve the performance of the microcomputer by simply upgrading

to a 50 MHz machine or addinga66 MHz doubling chip optimizer. This would still

require a modification of the current MCI card hardwired for a 250 Hz sampling speed.

Secondly, enhance the function of the MCI card to provide processing capability directly

on-board- This second solution is underway currently with the design and development of

a new MCI card capable of sampling at speeds up to 7.812 KHz under its own control

[21]. This will relieve the host computer of time-inænsive control functions and enable

such features as on-line neural network training to be feasible.

The robot's control software requires a Robot programming Language (RpL)

interface if it is to be used in a commercial envi¡onment where operators have limited

programming capability. Presently, programming skill in'C'is required to develop a
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typical assembly or pick and place routine. The RPL will simplify the way in which the

robot is conn'olled through simple commands [18].

7.2"2 (}bSecÉ RecogmíÉion ar¡d Measuner¡lernt

One disadvant¿ge of the proposed method is the slow identification and

measurement speed- It currently takes 45 seconds to complete the recognition scan (98

scans across the scan field) and another 19 seconds ûo develop the FW input pattern and

retrieve a network output. The path scan time can be reduced with the aid of the

improved MCI card. If the robot moved faster across the part, fewer data points would be

sampled resulting in a loss of edge deæction accuracy. More importantly, the path speed

is limiæd by the mechanical capability of the robot ann Faster speeds resulæd in vibration

and jerk at transition points in the ng-zagpath which will contribute to long term wear

and poor accuracy of the robot linls. Of course, a different type of sensor capable of

scanning under its own contol would alleviaæ this problem. The remaining time (19 s) is

related to the processing power of the microcomputer. The F*W calculation and network

interface is computationally expnsive and must be execuûed at a low priority which causes

long execution times. If faster ha¡dware was used, this time could be minimized.

The measurement scan path, requiring 3 scans across the object, also must be

executed slowly due to hardware limitations. This path required 14 seconds to complete

followed by a much faster computation of the input pattern and network access requiring

less than 1 second. The A-to-D inærface card is not capable of performing DMA (Direct

Memory Access) ft'ansfers without software inærvention. Therefore, another softwa¡e

task was required to sample the laser output during the scan. This could not be done

fasær than 250 Hz. The goal was to accurately measure edge detection time histories.

Therefore, the path was slowed to allow accumte laser ouþut measuement. If û-ue DMA
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was available, the conft'ol sysûem would be relieved of the A+o-D sampting burden and

the scan path could be performed much faster by using a corespondingly higher sampling

rate.
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